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CHAPTER 1 

COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS 

The following pages list significant characteristics of electronic 

components used in ~600 system printed circuit development. 
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HD4416 
Hughes 
Silicon 

FD 1032 
Fairchild 
Silicon 

'DIODES 

Parameter 

Fo~wa~d Voltag~ Vf 
Dynamic Impedanc~ ZD 

l' 

Condition 

If': 2 rna 

If =,2 rna 

f : 1000 cps 

Forward Current If V = 1 v f . 
Reverse Current I V =40 v r r 

Limit 

O. 67v ± 50lInv 

< 100 ohms 

> 10 rna 

< 0.1 ua 

(Other characteristics similar to FD 100) 

HD 2969 
Hughes· 
Germanium 

, Forward Voltage Vf 
Working Inverse 

VoltageWIV 

O. 35v max. ' 

40v min. 

Recovery TimeTrr Switching from 0.6 usee max. 
~ = 3 ma 
tOVr = 5v 

(Covered by Control Data Corporation spec. 118-012) 

FDS 2055 
Fairchild 
Siiicon 

.Forward Current If 

Forward Voltage Yf If :: 150 ma 

Breakdown Voltage Bv ,Ir = 100 ua, 

400 ma max. 

< 1. Ov 

> 75v 

(Other characteristics similar to FD 400) 

HD 1871 
Hughes 
Germanium 

. Forward Voltage Vf 
, Breakdown Voltage Bv 

Re.coveryTime T rr. 

L= lOrna 
J.. 

o~ 42vmax. 

lOv min. 

Switching from O. 35 usee max. 
It = 10 rna I 

to Vr = Bv 

CDC 
Item No. 

4203 

4210' 

4200 

4211 

. 



ZENER DIODES , ' 

" 

'Zener Breakdown Dynamic Reverse 
Voltage Impedance Current 

V z at 25 0 C ZD 

Min. Max. Max. Max. 

IN703 3.0v 3.,9v 550 at lOrna 
Hughes at,5ma 

I 

Silicon 

IN704A '3.,9v 4.3v 450 at lOma Sua at -Iv 
Hughes at 5ma 
Silicon 

IN965B 14.25v 15.75v 160 at 8. 5ma 
Motorola at 8. 5ma 
Silicon 

IN753 5.6v 6.8v 
Motorola at20ma 
Silicon 

lN705A, 4.6v S.l v 35fl at lOm.a 5ua at -l.Sv 
Hughes at 5ma 
Silicon 

" 

1-3, 



· TUNNEL DIODES 

CUrrent Peak-to-Valley Voltage Forward Valley-to-Peak 
Peak Valley Current Ratio Peak Valley Voltage Voltage Ratio 

I Iv I /Iv V V.v "'i/.- Vv/Vp .. p p, p ~ ~p 

TD-I Maximum 1.lma O.18ma .,. 

G. E. Typical 1...0ma .0. 12ma 65mv 350mv 500mv~ 

Germanium Minimum ·>O.~9ma 1 

IN293l Maximum lIma 
Hoffman Typical lOrna 65mv 470mv 790mv' 6.8 
Silicon Minimum 9ma 3.5 
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TYPE COl 

'rRANSISTOR 

. (PNP GERMANIUM) 

PARAMETER ' CONDITION 

Breakdown Voltage IC = 10 rna 
BVCEO 

Breakdown Voltage IE = 100 J,la 
BVEBO 

Current Gain IC = 20 rna 
hFE VCE = 1v 

Gain Bandwidth IC = 20 ma 
ft VeE = 1v 

.NOTE: 

,I. . Basic transistor similar 
toa 2N964 

-II. Case size to conform to., 
TO-1S outline 

. III. Case to be marked COl 

1-5 

LIMIT 

> 7v 

> 1v 

> 40' 

> 300'mc 



PARAMETER 

. TYPE C02 

TRANSISTOR 

(PNP' GERMANIUM) 

. CONDITION , 

Breakdown Voltage Ie = 100 J.J.a 
BVCBO 

• 

Breakdown Voltage ,IE::: 100 J.J.a 
BVEBO 

Current Gain IC ::: 10 ma 
hFE VCE ;: 5v 

Gain Bandwidth Ie := 10 rna 
ft . VeE:: 5v. 

NOTE: 

_ I. Basic transistor similar 
to a 2N960 

II. Case size to conform 
to TO-18 outline 

III. Case to be marked C02 

. i 

LIMIT 

> 25v 

. > Iv 

> 20 

> 300 me 

.', 



PARAMETER 

l'YPE C03 

.TRANSISTOR 

(PNP GERMANIUM) 

CONDITION 

Breakdown Voltage IC :& 100 JJa 
BVCBO 

Breakdown Voltage IE = 100/Ja 
BVEBO 

Current Gain--;-- IC = 10 rna 
hFE -- VCE = O. 3v 

Gain Bandwidth IE :II 20 rna 
ft . VCB:= 1v 

NOTE: 

I.. Basic transistor similar to a 
2N705 or 2N960 through 2NS66~, 

~IMIT 

>10v 

>4v 

>20 

>200 me 

. II. Case size to conform to TO-1S. outline 

ill. Case to be marked COS 

1-7 



PARAMETER 

'Sreakdown Voltage 
BVCBO 

Breakdown Voltage 
BVBEO 

Saturation Voltage 
VCE (Sat.) 

Saturation Voltage 
VBE (Sat. ) 

Current Gain 
hFE 

Gain Bandwidth 
it 

TYPE C04 

TRANSISTOR 

(NPNSILICON) 

CONDITION 

Ie == 10 pa 

IE == 10 pa 

IC == 400 ma 
IB = 40 rna 

IC = 400 rna 
IB = 40 ma 

IC =.400 ma 
VeE = 10v' 

IC == 20 rna 
VCE·: 20v 

Collector Capacitance VCB = lOv 
.COB IE = 0 

NOTE: . 

I. Basic transistor similar 
to a 2·N2218~.3. .... _._ ..... _ .. 

II. Case size to conform to 
TO"'S outline 

ill. Case to be marked C04 : 

LIMIT 

> 90v 

>5v 

< 1. 25v 

< 2v 

> 25 

> 300 me 

< 8 uuf 



PARAMETER 

Breakdown. Voltage 
BVCBO 

Breakdown Voltage 
BVEBO 

Saturation Voltage 
VCE (Sat. ) 

Saturation Voltage 
. VEE (Sat.) 

Current Gain 
hFE 

Gain Bandwidth 
ft 

NO'rE: 

TYPE C05 

TRANSISTOR 

(NPN SILICO~) 

CONDITION 

Ie = 10 tla 

IE = 10 tla 

Ie ::: 150 rna 
IB = 15'rna 

Ie = 150 rna 
IB = 15 rna 

Ie ::: 10 rna 
VCE = 10v 

Ie = 20 rna 
VCE = 20v 

I. Basic transistor similar 
to a2N22181a ;' .......... _ 

II. Case size to conform to 
TO-5 outline 

III. Case to be marked C05" 

1-9 

LIMIT 

>50v 

>5v 

.< O. 4v 

< 1. 3v 

>35 

>250 mc 
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PARAMETER 

Breakdown Voltage 
BVCEO 

, Breakdown Voltage 
BVCES 

~reakdown Voltage 
BVEBO 

, TYPE C07 

'TRANSISTOR 

'(PNP GERMANIUM) 

CONDITION 

Ie = 1 ma 

Ie = 100 ua 

IE=lma 

Collector Leakage ' VCB':::: 5v 
ICBO 

Current Gain IC :::: 10 ma 
hFE " veE = O. 5v 

. Base-Emitter Saturation Ie = 10 rna' 
VBE (Sat) IB = l' rna 

Gain Bandwidth, . Ie = 5 rna 
ft veE:::: 3v 

Collector Capacitance ' VeE:::: 6v 
COB, f = 4 me 

. NOTE:, 

. I. '~Basic transistor similar to a 2 N980. 
"II. Case size to conform to TO-18 outlineo 
III .. , Case to be marked C07 <I 

1-10 

'LIMIT 

: > 15v 

> 20v 

> 2v 

< 5 ua 

> 30 

< O.4v 

> 100 mc 

< 3 uuf 
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PARAMETER 

Breakdown Voltage 

BVCBO 

. Breakdown Voltage 

BVEBO 

Saturation Voltage 

V CE (Sat.)· 

Current Gain 

hFE 

Alpha"Cutoff Frequency 

fab 

NOTE: 

TYPE 2N404 

TRANSISTOR 

(PNP GERMANIUM) 
I 

CONDITION 

., 

IC = 20tla 

IE = 20tla 

IC = 1~ rna 

IB = 0.4 rna· 

IC = 12 rna 

V CE = O.15v 

V CB = 6v 

IC = 1 rna 

. . . 1. Other characterlstlcs covered 

by 2N404 specification. 

II. Case size to conform to TO'" 5 

outline v 

1"'11 

I 
! 

LIMIT· 

> 25v 

: 

> 12v 

.< 0.35v 

> 30 

50, typical. 

> 4 mc' 

13. me, typical 

! 



2N1760 

TRANSISTOR 

(PNP GERMANIUM) 

PARAMETER CONDITION 

Breakdown Voltage Icz= = 3.0 ma 
BVCBO 

Breakdown Voltage IE = 3.0 rna 

~VBEO 
.. 

Saturation Voltage Ie :: 3.0 amp 

V CE (Sat.) 
, .. IB :: 200 ma 

Current Gain . Ie :: 0.5 amp 

.hFE VeE = 2v 

LIMIT 

> BOv 

> 30v· 

< O. 7v 

> 60 

1 OO~ "tyPical 

NOTE: 

1. Basic transistor similar to Clevite . 
CTP1736 or 2N17.60. 

II. Other characteristics covered by 
Clevite Bulletin TB226 ... 2. 

1-12 



COIL 

CLOCK OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER 
~ 

,------°2 

NOTE B 

3. IX 

NOTE VI 

3 

4 I'Y 
T 

~OTES: 
! • 

I. Coil form similar to Cambridge Thermionic Corp. PLST-2C4L/H. 

II. Coil to be wound single layer with no spacing between turns. 

III. Coil to be wound bifilar with # 32 enameled copper wire • 

. :r:v:i~- Cpil to be· adjacent to "T" collar with "BH collar to be moved to support 
." windin.g.. . . . . .' . 

V. Center tap (#3) to be brought out twisted with a minimum length of 1 inch 
from collar edge. ". 

VIc. Last 1/2 inch of twisted center tap lead to be tinned •. 

VII. Solder lugs to be formed parallel ~o length of coil form. 

VIII.. Tuning slug to be type 20063-H. 

IX. Tinned leads to be brought out 1 inch on te'rminals 1. 2,: 4 and 5 • 

. Figurel, 

1-1'3 



53]E'6 

'. ' .......... 45T 60. r. '. 4 • . 7 

45T E' .. 1 - 60T . 3 , 
. , . '. 2 

TRANSFORMER, PULSE 
CARD ,TYPE CIO 

.030 ! .010 OIA 
7 LEADS 

I 
--+--

I 

.630 D-IA 

SEE REQ 5 
'REQ 6 

IE--:i*-- :280 MAX 

Requirements :- .100!.010 

1. Workmanship shall be consistent with best commercial practices. Part shall 
J conform to dimensions and tolerances on drawing. 

2. i, Material and Finish: . 

Core: General ceramics, Ferramic CF-102, type H. 

Winding: Phelps - Dodge #34 heavy Nyleze . 

. Terminals: Brass. Copper preplate . 00005 thick. Gold plate . 00005 thick. 

Base and Cover: Mineral filled Phenolic type eRG per MIL-M-14F, color 
black, . (Durez 11540) or eguivalent pending approval by Control Data Corp. 

3. Cement base to cover using Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing cement #505. 

4. . Wind the two 60-turn secondaries bifilar for 15 turns. Continue fourfilar for 
45 turns. Connect the two 45 turn windings together to make the 90 .... turn. 
center tap primary. . 

50 Mark terminals in approximate position as shown. 

6. Mark part "300010" and revision letter to which part is manufactured, manu
, facturer's name or syIDbolf in approximate position as shown. 

Figure 2 
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NAME 

Single Inverter 

Double Inverter 

Flip-Flop 

Control Delay 

CHAPTER 2 

LOGIC CARD TYPES 

CIRCUIT 

One inverter circuit 

Two separate inverter 
circuits 

Two inverter circuits having' 
cross-coupled feed back 

Flip- flop having its feedback 
ANDed with a clock phase 

NUMBER 

C11-C17. and 
C51-C58 

C21-C28 

C31-C37, 

C40-C49 

Logic circuits are constructed with two types of inputs, logical AND and logical 

OR. All of the various logic cards and their respective input configurations are 

presented :tn the tables on the following pages. 

The input configuration of a circuit is also represented by a number. For instance. 

card type C 11 is a single inverter 116. This means that the circuit has two OR 

inputs and at six-way AND input. 

Double inverter and flip-flop cards, contain two circuits designated A and B. Each 
. . 

has separate inputs and the configurations are not necessarily symmetrical. 

Control delay ,cards also contain two circuits designated A and B. All logic inputs 

pertain to circuit A, and all O~ inputs are effecti~ely single-way ANDa and must, 

be grounded if not used. 

.. ""; 



INPUT SYMBOLS 

OR , • 

AND EM ,. 

Single lnverte r 

: ,ell . 116 .. 
C12 146 

C13 11234 . 

C14 12233 

C1611111114- , 

. C17 

C51 

C52 
,"" .... 

C58· 

122222 

155 

236 

. 344 

1235 

LOGIC CARD PIN CONNECTIONS 

PIN 
NUMBERS I . 2 3 4 5 6 

I 1 I . 
~~ 4~ I 

~~ 

~~ G~ 

~~ 

'4~---' t~ ~~c~ 4. 

4 •. 
I-
~ . ~~ 
l-

S 

NOTE: 
PIN 7, ·+20v 
PIN 8, GND 
PIN 9~ ",20,,' 

I I, I 

Figure 1 0', Single In.verter 

2 ... 2 

10 \I 

I I 
12 13 14 15 

" ..;'f,' 
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INPUT SYMBOLS 
OR. • 

AND, U.W-

Double Inverter 

C21 5-A&B 

C22 122-A&B 

C24 . 1112-A&B 

C25 l1111-A&B 

C26 113-A&B 

. C27 14-A&B 

C28 222-A, 22-B 

, C29 12222-A, ]:-B 

Flip-Flop 

C31 5-A&B 

C32 122 .. A&B 

C33 23-A&B 

C34 1112-A&B 
0 

C35 34-A1 3-B 

C36 333-A t1"B , , . 

C37 ,2223-A, I-B 

B 
6 flo -II -12 -'3 i4 15-

_____ 1.

1 

I ., I 1 

l- t. 4~ t~ , 
::::> " 
0. 

~ 4.· 4t 4t 
0 

4~ , 4t 

C • 

PIN -,-

o 
_ -.:....A~ 
234 

NUMBERS 

NOTE: 

I
::::> 
0. 
I
::::> o 

4. 

4~ 4t 

PIN 7, +·20v 
PIN 8, GND 
PIN 9, -:20v 

4~ 

(' 

.... 14-

I I 4. 4. 4. ~ 

4~ 4. 4. 4~... , 4~ § 
I 4. 4~ 

.' . 

4. 

L4. -'.-... 
-~ --l __ l".~ 

-~- T ~ - •• 12 ~3 ~4 15-

I 4. 
I . 
~ , 4 • 4 

1"1 ~ 

~ 

f-- ---nn 
I 4~ 

I
::::> 
0. 

S o 

Figure 2. Double Inverter and Flip-Flop 

2 ... 3 



INPUT SYMBOLS .. 
OR • (a single-way AND on Control Delay Cards) 

AND .p. 
Controi Dela.y 

C40 

C44 1423· 

C46 55 

" C47 244 

C48 2323 

~ . -- ... '""":'"(~~-'-:''' 

, ; 

, ,PIN 
. NUMBERS 

2' a 

.... 
::. 

II a. .... 
::;:) 
0 

'" 
I, 

NOTE: 
, PIN 7, +20v 

PIN 8, GND 
PIN 9,-:'20v 

4 5 '6, '0 , I 12 IS 14 , 15 

.... 
::. 
a. 
~ 
~ 
0 
0 
..J 
0 

'?:I 

,Figure 3. Control Delay 



CHAPTER 3. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS 

The following pages contain descriptions and schematic diagrams 

of type "c" printed circuit cards developed for the 3600 system .. 

These prototype cards are deslgnated by a two-digit number . . 

preceded by the letter C; for example, C6S.· 

The following descriptions are presented in numerical order. 
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FUNCTION 

onn PLANE 

INHIBIT GENERATOR 

. Card Type COO 

The function of the circults on this card is to allow a 340 rna inhibit current to 

flow from the +40vsource at.pin 6 to the jnhibit winding at pin 1 or pin 15 9 This . 

occurs w:h~never all inputs to the respective circuit are at the logical f.r 1 tr level 

of "'5~ Bv. The inhibit circuit contains a series 120"'ohm resistor so that the 

resulting current is approximately 340 ma.· 

OPERATION 

Each circuit has~aj:nil'Jee-way logical AND input" meaning that all inputs must be 

··at the· -5. Bv "1" level in order for an input to be sensed. A -I" lv "Off signa.l 

on any input will disable the AND. An. unused input a.ets as a steady If 1 ft if left 

•. open" or .as a s·teady ftO" if grounded. 

A level-shifting action is provided to the base of QOl by resistors R01, R02, R03" . 

and the 4. Iv zener diode CR05. The zener diode CR05 is reverse-biased so . . . 

that its operating point is beyond the knee of the breakdown region; thus the 

. cathode remains. approximately 4"1 v positive with respect to the anode" r~gard· 

less of current fluctuations. 

When a -1. Iv "0" signal appears at an input" the zener diode CROS places a 
forward bias on the .base of Q01. Transistor QOl then switches to a stC;1,te of 

heavy conduction. It is held out 'of saturation by the feedback diode CR06 and 

. its collector voltage is approximately +0. 4v. The flow collector voltage of Q01 

is also the base voltage ofQ02, which is connected'Tas an emitter follower. The 

emitter v,?ltage of Q02 is equal to its +0. 4v base voltage minus its base-emitter 

junction drop" and is approximately - O. 3vo This provides sufficient forward 

bias so that a minimum conductiGn is maintained through QO 2. Transistor Q03 

is connected as an emitter follower with the inhibit winding load in series with 

the emitter. The emitter of Q03 is connected to ground through 

.\ 
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'INHIBIT GENERATO:R 
CARD TYPE COO 

+20V ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ -+ ______________ ~ __ ~6C+40V 

,CROI 
2rr--_M--_ 

CR02 
3 }---_8�I-___ 

INPUT CR03 

4 o----tllt_-... 

-NOTES: 

R03 
18K, 

CR05 
IN704A 

R021'\ 
220.lll 

ROI 
4.7K. 

-20V· 

. CIRCUIT SAME 

AS ABOVE 

I. EACH CIRCUIT HAS THREE II AND" INPUTS. 

~20V 

"'---0 I OUTPUT 

TEST POINT 

L-o6'" +40V 

I 
I 
I 
Lo'5 

---I 

2. TRANSISTORS Q02 a' Q03 CONDUCT WHEN ALl. INPUTS ARE ":'5.8V ",", 

3. ALL.. DIODES ARE H02969 UNLESS OTHERWISE INOICATEOo 

ODD PLANE 



, th~ inhibit line. The base-emitter junction is therefore reverse-biased by the 

-0. 3v input,,' so that Q03, is cut off. This disables the current path from the 

(+40v supply to the. inhibit ,winding. ' 

. With the AND input satisfied by "'5. 8v If 1" signals" the base of QO 1 is ~iased 

at approximately -1. 5v and Q01 is cut off. The coll~ctor voltage of Q01 rises 

to approximately +38. 5v (40vminus the IR drop across R03 and R04) •• This 

provide~ drive to the base-emitter junction of Q02. Transistor Q02is connected 

as an emitter 'follower; thus its emitter voltage becomes approximately +38v.' 

, This pro~idesa .strong fo~ard bias· to the base' of Q03" causing Q03 to 'condu~t 
heavily •. The vOltage applied to the inhibit line" is the emitter voltage of Q03 and 

is approximately +37. 5v. The 340 rna inhibit current is also the emitter current 

of Q03~ ,and is allowed to flow when Q03 switches to the conduction state. 
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CLOCK OSCILLAT,OR-AMPLIFIER 

Card Type COl 

General 

The clock. oscillator-amplifier shown in figure 1 is essentially'a tank circuit 

which may be tuned through a small range around 8 megacycles. with drive pro

vided to the tank by two transistor amplifiers.' The transistors are connected 

in a push,-pull configuration, with the two circuit inputs directly connected to 

their bases. When the transistor inputs are provided with cross-coupled feed

back from the oscillator transformer secondary; a continuous self-oscillation 

is maintaine d. ' 

The circ~it is designed so that, if external drive is provided to .the inputs. the 

two transistors will operate as sine wave amplifiers. providing a two-phase out

put ~t the ~ank frequency. 

Pyramid Connection 

T~e computer timing configuration for which this circuit is designed is an. oscillator~ 

amplifier pyraniid.as· shown in figure 2. The master oscillator is a clock circuit 

conne.cted as a feedback oscillator. To avoid undue loading effects, the master 

oscillato~is permitted to drive only 2 amplifiers •. 

The rariks of amplifiers are clock circuits which receive external inputs and function 

as push-pull sine wave amplifiers. Each amplifier is capable of driving 4 others: 
• ' . , . . j:;'. ~. 

thus. the pyramid effect is produced. Each amplifi,er ina rank must be in phase'::: 

with ~very other amplifier in that same rank. ,although it is not riecessaryfor the;:' 

ranks to be in phase with each othe,ror with the 'master oscillator.' Outputs to the' 

logic are taken only from the final rank of amplifiers. 

Circuit Operation 

The driving ~ransistors QOl and Q02 are CDC C06 t s and are connected in a push- . 

pull configuration. Only one' transistor would be necessary t~ sustain oscillation; 
. . . 

. ho~ever. two transistors greatly increase .the ability of the circuit to drive an 

unsymmetrical load. 



FOR SELF-OSCILLATION, INPUTS ·ARE 
CROSS- COUPLED TO ONE PAIR' OF 

. CLOCK .. ~EVEL OUTPUTS. 

PIN 

6 

R02 
180n 

to . 

ROI 
22K 

*1 t.5K,O.5W 

R09 
22K 

COl 
800fLfLf 

Q02 
CDC C06 

l;LUl;K USCILLATOR -AMPLIFIER 

. C02 

CROI 

3V ZENER 

. CROZ 
, . 

PIN 
lOGIC 

TANK CIRCUIT 

SLUG-TUNED 
~ 30% INDUCTANCE RANGE 
~ 100/0 FREQUENCY RANGE 

2T --- ---- CLOCK 

TANK CIRCUIT 

4 

2 

13 

14 . 

. 12 

3V ZENER 
, lOGIC 

, 15 
CR03 

C03 CR04 ' 

FREQUENCY 8 me 

l +IV __ -~--':"'--r-' 

~: r~~~ 
+::-~T\~--7-

-4V---' -, V---_ 

LEVELS AND WAVE FORMS 
SA~E AS ABOVE, EXCEPT 
1800- PHASE SHIFT. 



CLOCK PYRAMID 

MASTER OSCILLATOti 

RANK 

RANK 2 

.. ~./ 
TWISTED 

PAIRS 

/\ 
(RANK 3, 32 AMPl-.lfltRS) 

(RANK 4, 128 AMPl..;lfIERS) 

. NQT~t 
" tl MASTER OSCILLATOR' MAY DRIVE 2 AMPLIFIERS. 

I!: EACH AMPLIFIER'. MAY DRIVE 4 FOLLOWING AMPLIFIERS. 
, '~I ALL AMPLIFIERS IN THE SAME RANK ARE IN PHASE WITH 

EACH OTHER, BUT NOT NECESSARILY lN PHASE WITH ANY 
OTHER RANK OR WITH THE MASTER OSCILLATOR. 

'. 

LENGTHS OF WIRES BETWEEN 
A PAIR OF RANKS SHOULD NOT· 
DIFFER BY MORE THAN 3 fEET. 



Clock amplifier logic outputs are restricted to driving AND loads, only. By 

means' ~f jumpered connections, an amplifier may drive up to' 10 loads. Ideally, 

this would be distributed with 5 loads on each output phase; however, the loading 

maybe unbalanced to 8 and 2 .. if necessary • 

. The characteristics of transistors QOl and Q02 are presented ~n the component 

section of this' report; however;. ,these transistors have a power handling' capability 

of 150 mwat 25° C ambient. The average transistor dissipation in an oscillator 

circuit is of the order of 60 row. 

An 800 ,J.lJ.lf ~ilver-mica capacitor Cal having a low temperature coefficient and 

good stability with life is used in the tank circuit to resonate with the transformer 
. , 

inductance at a center frequency of 8 megacycles. The transformer inductance' 

may b~ tuned through a range of approximately 300/0 by m~ans of a low permeability 

ferrite slug. This has the effect of shifting the tank frequency through a range of 

approximately 100/0. 

The peak-to-peak signal developed across the tank is restricted to. approximately 

8v by the clamp diodes CR01 and CR04.The printed circuit card provides out-' 

puts ,at pins 4 and 12 at which this sine wave appears. All of the tanks in a rank 

. of amplifiers may be locked in phase with one another. by connecting these outputs 
, ' 

in parallel" in case this is ever necessary. 

, A logic-level signal is a sine wave about ... 3 v.. with peaks at + 1 v and'" 7v. It is 

produced by using a zener diode to shift the d-c reference level of the tank output. 
. . . . 

Logic-level outputs are taken only from the last rank of the clock pyramid, and 

are available at pins 1 and 15. 

The circuit in figure 1 provides a clock-level output at pins 2, 3, 13" and 14, which 

is taken fro~ the secondary ·of the tank t:r-ansformere The secondary winding con"'" 

sists of 2 turns" while the primary winding is 8 turns, center-tapped; therefore 

the clock-level output is a' sine wave about ground with' a p'eak~to"peak amplitude' 

'of approximately 2v. 
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The clock-level signals are used as drive signals throughout the clock pyramid,: 

as shown in figure 2. All wires used to·transmit clock ... ievel signals must be 

twisted pair, and the distance over which the signal i~ transmitted should be less 

t~an 15 feet. In addition, there should be less than a 3 foot variation in the lengths 

of wires used to transmit drive signals between a given pair of ranks. 

Ground Rules 

A. Clock"level outputs •. 

. 1.: The oscillator may drive 2 amplifiers, in addition to providing 

its own feedback. 

2. Each amplifier may drive 4 other amplifiers • 

. ,3. Interconnecting wires between ranks of amplifiers and from the 

, maste'r oscillator to rank 1 must be twisted pair. 

4~ Signals may be transmitted up to 15 feet. 

5. There should be no m?re than a 3-foot difference in ~he lengths 

of interconnecting wires between a given pair of ranks. 

B. Tank circuit output. 

1. This is used only to phase-lock the; tanks within a singl~ rank of . 

amplifiers, if necessary. 

C. Logic-level outputs. 

1. ,Clock outputs must always connect to logic' card AND inputs. 

2. A, maximum of 10 loads may be driven~ 

3. A maximum of' 8 loads may be driven by any single output; with 

8 loads on one output, the opposite-phase output of that amplifier 

may drive only 2 loads, so ,that the total number. does not exceed 10 •. , 
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Procedure for Tuning! Clock Pyramid 

A scope equipped with a differential or dual-trace preamplifier, such as a 

Tektronix type CA,i may be used for tuning the pyramid" The probe leads should 

be of equal length 'and must be grQunded at the cards. The scope should be exter-
I , j. • 

nally synchronized during step 3, and it is convenient to use the master oscillator 
f~r this"'~: ' ' 

" 

Step 1. 

Adjust the transformer of the maste'r oscillator to the correct computer 

'frequency. This may be done by setting the horizontal ,sweep at O. llJ,sec/ 

em a'nd adjusting until 8 peaks are seen across the 10 em seope grid, if 

the desired frequency is 8 megacycles. 

Step 2. 

,With the scope on a sensitive range, adjust one of t~e amplifiers in Rank 1 

for maximum amplitude. 

, St~p 3. 
'Using external sync" adjust the remaining amplifiers in Rank 1 to, be in 

phase with the reference amplifier tuned in step 2. With a differential 

preamplifier" this may be done by inverting one signal and adding alge'" 

braically,and adjusting for minimum deflection with the scope on a 

, -sensitive range. 

Other ranks are- tuned according to steps 2 and 3 ... 
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CLAMP 

Card Type C02 

This circuit provides a clamp for logic circuit connecting lines, so that ringing 

will be minimized. ""If sufficient energy is removed from the first overshoot, the 

remainder of the" ringing will have an amplitude less than the logic circuit threshot"d. 

A schematic of the clamp circuit is presented in figure 1, with typical waveforms 

showing its effect on a line having exces sive ringing. 

The clamp voltage in the positive direction is the sum of the forward drop~ 

across diodes CR25 and CR26, less the drop across the input diodes, and is 

approximately -0. 9v. 

The" clamp voltage in the negative direction is the sum of the drop across zener 

diode" CR27 plus the drop across the input diodes, and is approxim"ately-6. 5v. 

Filtering "is provided by capacitors COl, C02, C03, and C04. Due to their" 

large areas, COl and C02 present an appreciable amount of inductive reactance. 

It is therefore necessary to include the small capacitors eoa and C04 in order to 

filter out high-frequency spikes ~ 

\" 
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CLAMP' 
lOLTAGES 

~-O.9V 

~-6.5V ' 

CLAMP 
CARD TYPE CO2 

eROI -20V 
PIN .. 

. 1 CR02 

ROI R03 
,-- 3.9K :a.9 K 

2 o--t 1/4W 1/4W 

1 
I 

3 o-t NORMAL VOLTAGE - LIV 
I 

TEST 
~--------~~--------------1-----------~O POINT 

I CR25 

4 Q-I HD2969 

I ....J CR26 

I « HD4416 

U COl 5 Q-I . - -
I ~ 

I .Z 
W 

A 

400'?fLfL f 

6'· Q--I .0 

10 

'11' 

12 

13 

14 

15 

I 
I 

V2 Q--I ':::J 
I c.: 
I Z 

()--j 
.0-

I ....J 
.;..J 

I « o-J 
I 
I 

0---i 
'1 
I 

~'.---

-20V 

R02 
5.6K 

TEST 

J-. ----@ PO~NT 

NORMAL VOLTAGE - 6.2 V . . TEST 
L-~~~~----~----~--------------~~------~--~O POINT 

CR24 

INPUT DIODES ;HD2969 

CR27 
IN753" 
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TYPICAL LOGIC LINE VOLTAGE 

ENERGY WHICH 
MUST BE REMOVED 

, , 

OV~------~~++4+~-----------------------------------------

-1.lV"O" --t--

-2V 

-4V 

, -5.8V"ltI 

-6V· 

-8V 

WITHOUT 
CLAMP 

------

,-.--'- -~ 
WITH 
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FUNCTION 

TRANSFORMER DRIVER . 

'Card Type C03 

The function of the circuits on this card is to enable 450 rna of positive 

current to flow from the output" pins 1 or 15 to ground, whenever all inputs' " 

to the respective circuit are at the logical 110" level of -1. 1 v. Pins 1 and 15 

connect to the two ends of the primary windings of eight memqry driver 

"transformers. During the memory cycle, one transformer will be center-
o " " 

tapped to +20y; "thus current flow in either direction may be obtained by 
. ..' 

selecting one of the circuits on the C03 card. 

The output pins 1 and 15 are connected as shown in figure 1 by capacitor C03 

and resistor R06, which form a series differentiating network.' This con

lJ.ectionwill transmit only those signals having a high rate of change, such as 

a sharp noise spike, and will block entirely a steady d- c voltage. Thus, a 

. noise spike appearing at pin 1 will also appear at pin 15, and their total 

effect will be" to cancel "each other. However, the d-c levels of pins 1 and 15 

will be: completely separated if either circuit switches to the conduction state 

while the other remains cut off. 

OPERATION 

The two circuits on the card are identical and are labeled A and B. The 

following discussion of operation applies to' either circuit, howevel'\ the 

component pumbers mentioned are those appearing in circuitA. 

" 'A level-shifting action is provided to "the base and emitter of Q01 by resistors 

" "R01, R"03, R04," and ·the 4.1 v zener diode CROS. The z"ener diode CR06 is 

reverse-biased so that its operating point is beyond the knee of the breakdown 

regio"n; thus the cathode remains apprOXimately 4.1 v positive with respect to 

the anode, " regardless of current fluctuations. " 
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INPUT 

INPUT 

NOTES: 

H02969 
CR03 

H02969 

I 
W 
H 
14 ' 

~ 

TRANSFORMER DRIVER 
CA,RO TYPE C03 

+ 20 V 

-20V 

R04 
3.a K 

CR07 
H02969 

C I RCU IT SAMe: 

AS ABOVE 

, " " I. EACH CIRCUIT MAS 3 OR INPUTS • 

R05 
2..7 K 

. 2.TRANSISTORS SWITCH TO CONDUCTION STATE WHEN 
ALL I~PUTS ARE -1.1 V !·O" •• ' 

·3 .... 15 

CROS 
HD2969 

-' 

TEST POINT 
o 

Q02 
CDC 
C04 

J 
o 

OUTPUT " 

R06 
56 n, 

C03 
25fLf'f 

15 ' 

OUTPUT 

TEST POINT 



Each circuit has three logical OR inputs, meaning that a -5. Bv "1 ff signal on 

any input will be sensed, although a -1. 1 v "0" signal may be present simultaneously 

at another input. Any unused input 'acts as a steady "0", regardless of whether it ' 

is grounded or left open. 

~\Whena ...... 1).llvt"r"s'igna:lappears at an input, the base ofQOl will be biased at 

, about -Iv 'and it will be cut off. The base of Q02 will be ,held at approximately 

-~. 3v by the' forward drop of diode CROB, and Q02 will likewis e be cut off. Thus, 

except for negligible leakage effects, pin 1 is completely isolated from ground and 
.. " ) 

will rise to a high positive voltage. Diode'CR07 therefore provides a blocking 

action .. pr'eventing current from flowil1g through the tran~former primary into 'pin 1. 

If all of the circuit inputs are at 'the "'1. 1 v "0 "level, zener diode CROa holds 

,the base of QOl at a positive voltage. This forward bias is sufficient so that Q01 

conducts heavily, but it is held out of deep saturation by diode CR07 and resistor 

R03.', Transistor QOl in its conduction state allows the +20v source, 'which connects 

to, piil'l through the transformer primary, to' bias the base" of Q02 at .a positive . 

potential. Thus transistor Q02 also conducts heavily, and positive cu~rent is 
- " ,~ .. 

allowed to flow from pin 1 to ground with only a drop of appro~imately 1 v across Q02. 

, Transi'stor Q02 is a grounded emitter stage driven by the emitter follower 

stage Q01. The base drive for Q02 is taken directly from the emitter 6f Q01; thus 

the input to Q02 follows the input to Q01 and is increased by the gain of Q01. When 

QOl switches on,' it attempts to bias the _\base of Q02 well into the positive voltage 

, domain, ,so that Q02 also switches on and conducts heavily. Likewise, ,when QOl 

switches off" ,Q02 also switches off, and the voltage ,drop across diode CROB applies 

~reverse bias of approx~mately O. 3v to the base~emitter junction ot Q02 so that it 

is well into .the cut off region .. . , 
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FUNCTION 

EVEN PLANE 

INHIBIT GENERATOR 

Card Type C04 

The function of the circuits on this card is to allow a 340 rna inhibit currentro 

flow from pin 1 or 15 to ground .. whenever all inputs to the respectivecircui.t 

are at the logical "a" level of -1. Iv. 'The inhibit wires are energized by a 

source of +40v, and each inhibit circuit contains a series 120-ohm resistor so 

that the resulting current is approximately 340 mae The even plane inhibit wires 

terminate at either pin 1 or' pin 15 of a C04 card .. and the path will be completed 

to gro:und allowing current to flow:, if the respective inhibit generator circuit 

-switches to its conduction statee 

OPERATION 

The two circuits contained on the card are' identical and are labeled A and B. 

TEe following discussion of operation applies to either circuit but the component 

numbers mentioned are those appearing in circuit A. 

A level-shifting action is provided to the base 'and emitter, of,QOl by resistors 

ROI, RD3 .. · R04, , and the 4. Iv zener diode CR06. The zener diode CR06 is 
, ' 

reverse-biased so that its operating pOint is beyond the"knee' of the breakdown 

region; thus the cathode remains approximately 4. Iv positive with respect to 

the anode, regardless 'of current nuctu~tions. 

:' . 

Each circuit ha;-s;:tnr.ee logical OR inputs, meaning that a - 5. Bv "1" signal on any, 

, inp'ut will be sensed, although a-I. ,1 v "0" signal may, be' present simultaneously 

at another input. Any unused input acts as a. steady "0", regardless of whether, 

, it is, grounded or left op~n. 

When a -5. Bv "I" signal appears at an input, the base of QOl is biased at about 

-Iv and QOl is cut, off. The base of Q02 will be held :at approximately -0. 3v by 

the forward drop of diode CRO 8.. and QO 2 will also be cut offo ,Thus,' except for 

" 
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HD2969. 

.H02969 

-' 

r-'''~' 

I 
12 I 0--.. ..... · 

I 
13 
0""""-' ~I 
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NOTES: 
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CARD TYPE C04' 

ROI 
18 K 

+20 V 

·-20 V. 

, CI RCUIT SAME 

AS' ABOVE 

+40V 

R06 n 
tOO. 

CR09 
F0400 

,I •. EACH CIRCUIT HAS THREe"OR",NPUTS. 

2. A CIRCUIT WILL SWITCH TO ITS CONDUCTION 
WHEN ALL INP4TS ARE - 1.1 V .... O': 

~ 

'EVEN PLANE<~ 

3 ... 18 

'" . 

TEST POINT 

o 

--

.. '.-''-

3 .3 fL h OUTPUT 

C04 

7l 
.j 

I . 
\ 

,',' 15 
,.~ 

I ,OUTPUT' 



negligible leakage effects, pin 1 is completely isolated from ground and will 

ris'e to a high positive voltage. Diode CR07 therefore provides a blocking action .. 
\ 

preventing current from flowing through) the inhibit wire into pin 1. 

If all of the circuit inputs are' at the -1. 1 v "0" level~ zener diode CR06 holds 

the base of QOl at a sufficiently positive voltage so that Q01conducts heavily. 

In this state, diode. CR07 holds Q01 out of saturation. Transistor Q01 in its 

. conduction state allows the +40v source, which connects through the inhibit wire 

to.pin 1, to bias the base of Q02 at a positive level. Thus transistor Q02 also 

conducts heavily, and positive current is allowed to flow from pin 1 to ground 

with only a drop of approximately' 1 v across QO 2. 

Transistor ,Q02 is a grounded emitter stage driven by the emitter follower 

stage Q01. The base drive for Q02 is taken directly from. the emitter of Q01;' 

thus the input to Q02 follows the input to Q01 and is increased by the gain of . 

QOl. When QOl switches on, . it attempts to bias the base of Q02 well into the 

.. positive. voltage domain, so that QO 2, also switch~s o'n and conducts heavily. 

Lik~wise, when' QOl switches off, Q02 also switches off .. and the voltage drop' 

across diode CRaB applies a reverse bias of approximately O. 3v to the base'" 

emitter junction of QO 2 so that it is well into the cut off region •. 

The conneetion of diode'CR07 .. the lOa-ohm resistor R06, and the' +40v source 

provides a clamp 'for the. collector voltage of the transistors. When the 

·transistors switeh to the non- conducting state, the inductance cuf the .inhibit 

. wire .will tend to induce high-voltage transients; however, these inductive 

. , ' . (' . . 

transients 'are clamped at +40v plus the drop across the silicon diode. 

The 3~ 3 microhenry inductor in' series with the output- pin is for the purpose 

of reducing ringing on the inhibit wire. The inductor increases the current· 
. . 

rise time and hence reduces the overshoot. 
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'FUNCTION 

GATE 

'CardType, COS 

'.!be function of the Gate circuit is to enable a current path from a +20v source 

through which current of ,th~ order of 900' ma flows to the primary windings of two 

memory driver 'transformers. Pin 4 connects to +20v and pins 1, 2;; and 3 provide 

the output. The path from pin 4 to the output is enabled only when all in~uts to, the 

Gate circuit are at the logical "0 t.r level of ',..1 . 1 v. 

The funct~on of the Dis charger circuit is to ground ,the primary windings of the 

two memory driver transformers which were previously, ~nergized. This removes 

,stored charge from the windings and neutralizes the transformers" The 'Discharger 

circuit is enabled by a -1. 1 v "0" ~nputp,' 

OPERATION 

Pins '1 0 through 13 provide, four logical OR inputs to the' Gate circuit, and pin 6' 
\. , / 

provides an OR input to the Discharger. An unused input is interpreted as a steady 

"0", regardless of whether it is grounded or left ,open. -

'A level-shifting action for the Gate inputs is perfor'med by resistors R01, R03, 

ROS, and the 4.1 v'zener diode CROB. The zener diode CR06 is reverse-biased so 

that its operating point is beyond the knee' of the breakdown regi~nj thus the cathode, 

" 'remains approximately 4. lv positive with respect to the anode, regardless of 
, ' 

current fluctuations. Resistors'R02, R06, and zener di.ode CROS perform the level- ," 

shifting action for the Discharger. 

With open circ;:uits orlogical "0" signals on all Gate inputs, the base of Q01will 
, . 

be at a potential of around +0. 7v. It is prevented from going further positive,by the 

low forward base-emitter imped,ance of Q01. During this time, Q01.will be in the 

conduction state. However, if any input receives a -S. Bv"l",- the zener diod.eCRO,6 

will hold the base of QOl at apprOXimately -I. 7v and QOt will be cut off. 
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{rATE 
20~ 

CA RD TYPE C05 

RI2 
NOTE: S.2K 

I. Q04 AND 005 -CONDUCT WHEN ALL GATE INPUTS ARE -I. I-V "0': 

2. Q02 CONDUCTS WHEN DISCHARGER lNPUT IS ;...I.IV "0~' 

GATE 
iNPUTS _ 

CRoi* 

CR02* 

CR03* 

CR04* 

*: HD2969 

., -.. ~ ..... 

ROS 
6.8 K 

CR07* . 

CROS 
_ IN704A 

4."1 v 

~ ROI 
18 K 

-20 V 

... : .... -:::.. 
~ -. ~ 

COl 
250 

fLfLf 

TEST POINT 
..----<0 

QOI 
CDC C04 

-+20V 

CROS 
CR05* IN704A 

- DISCHARGER ~>--__ -Nl~1I-_____ ---:, ______ -:--4_. I_V_---. 
iNPUT .,. -

.\ 

R02 
18K 

_ ?n\l 

R08 
2.7K 

4 20V 
~--------v ~-----

~ 900 rna 

TOOl 

IN2931 -
5 -t 20 V 

~----~----~--r-~~-D~~-v~<-----

CR I r 
FD400 

+ CLAMP 

_'" C02 
~ SILf 

- - 50VDC 
/f' C03 
--L 4000 
-=- fLIL f 

Q05 
CDC C04 

TO 

TRANSFORMERS 

----------------------~ 

lOI 
0.47 fLh 

002 
CDC 
C04 

RI3 

4.7!l 

3 
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During the time that Q01 is cut off by a "1" signal; ,its collector potentialwill 

be raised to a high positive value by'the +20v source attached to pin 4. Since no , 

appreciable current now flow:s through the 82-ohm resistor and tunnel diode between 

base and emitter'~fQ03, it is also essentially cut off. 

When Q01 switches to its conducting state, current is allowed to flow from the 

+20v source at pin 4 through the tunnel diode and 82-ohm resistor between emitter 

and base of Q03, through the three parallel 2. 7k resistors, and through QOI to 

":, ground., A thre~hol~ level is provided by the tunnel diode, since in its low-v.oltage 

state, it does' not allow Q03 to conduct. However, when current through the tunnel 
.'.: 

d~ode increases to 10 ma, it switches to its high-voltage state~ This places approxi- ' 

mately O. Bv forward potential on the base of Q03, causing it to switch to its conduction 

state. This enables the series circuit from +20v at pin 4 through Q03 and through 

the three parallel 2. 7k resistor~ to -20v. 'The base drive for Q04 and Q05 is taken 
. ;-

from the collector of Q03, and when ,Q03 conducts, ,~turn-on current is provided for 
. . '. . 

Q04 and Q05 so that they switch to th~, conduction state.' Thus the circuit is com-

pleted,' all?wing pos iti ve current to flpw from pin 4 to the output. When Q03 switches 

off, the voltage drop across diode CR10 applies a reverse bias of approximately 

O. 6v to the base-emitter junctions of Q04 and Q05, cutting them off .. 

Transistors, QO'4 andQ05 control a cur,rent of the order of 900 rna flowing in a 

highly inductive load~, Diode CR09 is therefore provided so that when Q04 and Q05 

interrupt the current, the induced high-voltage transient will be dissipated harmlessly~ . 

Diode CRII acts as 'a clamp' against positive voltage surges at the collectors 

of Q04and' Q05 when current is' interrupted. Pin 5 connects to a separat~ +20v b~ss 
and prevents pin 4 from becom-ing more positive than +20. 6Y, 'taking into account 

the O. 6v drop across the silicon diode. 

Capacitors C02 and C03, provide a smoothing filter for spike~ and ripple in the' 

·+20v sources at pins 4 and 5~ The 8 microfarad capacitor C02 is sufficient for 

. ripple and low frequency fluctuations; however, ltexhibits aoertain a~ount'~f 
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indu'ctive reactance due to its large area. For this reason, it is necessary to 

include C03 which has negligible inductive reactance and is therefore effective in 

filtering high frequency spikes. 

The Discharger circuit is enabled by a -1'. 1 v "0" input on pin 6. This causes 
, , 

zener diode CROB to apply sufficient forward bias to the base of Q02 so that Q02 

switches to its maximum conduction state. Transistor Q02 thus provides a low 

'impedance path-to ground for any stored' charge remaining in the primary windings 

of the two memory driver transformers. 

-r \ 

" 

, . 
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SENSE AMPLIFIER 

Card Type COS 

This card amplifies and det~cts the pulses induced in a sense winding when a 

magnetic ~emory,core switches polarity. The two ends of the sense winding are 

connected to pinS 4 and 5, and when a. core switches its magnetic state, the 'circuit· 

produces a logical "0" output on pin 15. 

The circuit may be conveniently divided into two sections: a 'differential 

voltage a!hplifier having a gain of approximately 100, and a discr,iminator having 

an output Of approximately '-13. 6v representing a logical "1" which changes toa 

logical "0" When a memory core switches its magnetic state. The following logic 

card will interpret any signal more positive than -3v as being a logical "0", however 

the disc'riminator output approaches -1. 6v when a core switches e' 

AMPLIFIER 

~he differential voltage amplifier is the symmetrical porti.on of the circuit to, 

the left of the diode bridge, as shown in the accompanying 'diagram. Input signals 

from the sense winding ,are reeeived on 'pins' 4 and 5. The ends of the sense 

winding are connected to these two pins, forming a series loop which threads all 

of the memory cores in a plane quadrant. The only ground reference to this loop 

is through the 1000-ohm resistor R02, thus the nominal 30 mv potential induced in 

the ,sense winding by the switching of a core is applied equally and oppositely to both 

.. input pins. This, is amplified into a 3v: signal which appears across the diode bridge. 

The amplifier circuit is sen,s itive only to the difference in potential between 

pins ~ and 5, which is produced by the application of a double-ended signal from the 

sense winding. ' A, simultaneous shift of the d:'c reference level of ~ input pins, 

produces only a negligible effect. It is poss,ible for both inputs to fluctuate 

,simultaneously by as much as 2v without producing more th~n O. 2vfluctuation at 

.the diode bridge. 

3 ... 24 
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The degree of sensitivity exhibited by a differential amplifier to potential 

differences between its inputs as opposed to simultaneous shifts of both inputs in 

the common mode is often represented by a number called the "common mode' 

rejection ratio", which figure for this circuit is of the order of 40,000. 

Resistors ROl and R03 are connected in series across the two inputs, as shown. 

This relatively low resistance is in parallel with the input impedance of the amplifie~, 

so that the total terminating impedance across the sense line is reduced. This has 

the effect of making the amplifier less 'sensitive to noise induced by the flow ~f 

inhibit current. 

The 4 uh inductors in the emitter circuits of Q02 and Q03 determine the high 

frequency roll- off of the amplifier. This inductance reduces the gain at high 

frequencies,' and prevents the amplifier from responding,to,noise spikes. 

The signals produced by the memory cores are received and amplified in the 

dbuble- ended ,fashion.' As an example of operation, assume that the 30 mv potential 

from th~ memory core is of a direction such that pin 4 shifts negative 15 mv and 

pin 5 shifts positive 15 mv from the rest state. These potentials are applied to the 

. bases of Q02 and Q03, causing Q02 to conduct more heavily while conduction through 

Q03 decreases. This action is further regulated by the constant-current S9urce 

th~ough Q01, so that an emitter current increase in Q02 'must be accompanied by a 

corres,ponding decrease in Q03. 

The results of the preceding action are such that the collector' of Q02 becomes 

. more positive and the collector of Q03 becomes more negative. This, in turn, 

cause,s transistors Q04 and Q06 to conduct less hea:,vily' while conduction through 

Q05 and Q07 incr~ases. The' collectors of Q04 and 'Q06 therefore ~hift approximately 

1.5v in the negative direction and the, collectors of Q05 and Q07 shift a' similar . 

. amount iJ;l'the positive direction, so that a potential difference of 3v exists acro'ss 

the diode bridge. 

The signals from the collectors of Q02 and Q03 are amplified by a factor of 100 ' 

by Q04 and Q06, 'and by Q05 and Q07, respectively, which are connected as an 

emitter follower and a grounded emitter amplifier. Depending upon their particu~ar 

characteristics, the two tra,nsistors are capable of providing a maximum 

'3-27 ( . 



available gain of the order of 1000. To insure stable operation, this is reduced 

to arQund 30 by the negative feedback connection of the two 10DO-ohm resistors 

from, collector to base. A pO,rtion of this negative feedback, however, is nu~li

fied by the 330-ohm resistor connected betwee'n the two feedback lines, so that 

the oye'r-all voltage ga.in of ea.ch of the sta.ges is approximately 100. 

DISCRIMINA TOR 

The discriminator is the portion of the circuit to the, right of the diode bridge" 

whose function'is tc:> prov~de outputs at voltage levels 'suitable for use by logic 

':circuits.' The output of the discriminator 'is taken from pin 15, and is at approxi-

mately -13.: 6v during the rest state. How~ver, when a voltage appears across 

the diode bridge, the output at pin 15 approaches "'1. 6v which is interpreted as 
a logical "0".. 

.) " , 

The diodes used in the bridge are high speed silicon:;devices having 'a forward 

voltage drop of the order of O. 6v. Therefore, during,the 'rest state a voltage

dividing action is ~provided from +20v to ground through the 22, OOO-ohm resistor 

RIB, the diode bridge, and the 5600-ohm resistor R21. Due to the forward drop, 

of,the diodes, the base of Q08 is held at around 1" 2v higher positive potential 

: than the bas e of QO 9. Transistor QO 9 thus conducts quite heavily while QO 8· , 

conducts very little. Under these conditions the output at pin 15 is around ~ 13. Bv, ' 

due to'the voltage dividing action of R19, R20, and R23. Transistor Q09 provides 

',3. low imped~nce path to ground" so that the emitter of Q08 cannot rise toa high 

'positive potential when it is in a state of low conduction. 

The diode bridge:rectifies the potential ~"cross it.; so that an input' of either 

, polarity results in a negative input to the base of Q08 and a positive input to the'~ 

base of Q09. This has the. effect of cau~ing Q08 to conduct heavily while Q09, ,; , 

, "in turn, 'conducts very little. 'Transistor. Q08 thus enables a low impedance 

path from +2,Ov to ground through diode CR05,which is a silicon diode having 

a f9rward drop, of apprOXimately 0., Bv. The anode orCROS is therefore at approxi-, 

'mately '+O~ 6v,so tha~ pin 15' is ~iased 'at apprOXimately "'1. 6v by resistors, 

,'R20, R19, and the .20vsource. ,This' output'voltage level'is interpreted as a: 
l~gical,lrO".':' ;',' 

. '" ~ ~ -



FUNCTION 

EMITTER FOLLOWER 

Card Type C07 

The function of this circuit is to convert inputs received from a ternl-!nated 

200-ohm del,ay line into outputs suitable for driving a logic card load. This 

circuit is designed to provide a high impedance load for the delay line, avoiding 

excessive current drain which: will affect its operating characteristics .. 

OPERATION 

, The delay line is driven by the circuit contained on card tYI?e COB; thus its 

input signal levels are approximate'iy -0. 3v and -10v. However, due to i,ntegrating 

characteristics and attenuation, the peak voltage levels tend to diminish slightly 

as the signal travels down the delay line. The input signal levels ~f the emitter 

follower circuit are therefore of the order of -0. 3v and -10v, depending upon the 

point of the delay line from which the signal is ta~en. .' 

A -0. 3v input results in an output near ground'which is interpreted as a 

logical II 0 II. A -10v input results in an output of approximately'" 9. 3v which is 

interpreted a,s a logical "1' I • 

Transistor QOl'is an NPN silicon type CDC COS. It is connected as an emitter 

, follower; thus its emitter voltage is always approximately O. 7v more negative 

, than the circuit input. ' 

. . 
·eROl and CR02are silicon diodes having a forward voltage drop of approxf-:- . 

matelyO. 7v. The series connection of these ,two diodes holds the circuit output 

1.4v more p'ositive than the emitter of QOl. 
. I 

,1., ' 
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DELAY LINE. DRIVER. 

Card Type COB 

FUNCTION 

The function of this circuit is to provide an output suitable for driving a 

terminated 200-ohm delay line. With a 200-ohm load· at pin 1 and the circuit in 

its quiescent state, the output voltage level is 'approximately -1 Dv. Upon receipt 

, of a -S. Bv "1 n input, both transistors switch to a state of heavy conduction and 

, the output voltage becomes approximately -0. 3v. 

OPERATION 

The circuit has S logical OR inputs; thus a -S. Bv HI I' on any input will activate 

the circuit. An unused input is effectively a steady "0',', regardless of whether it 

1S grounded ,or left open. 

An input level-shifting action is provided by the two forward-drop diodes 

CR06 arid CR07.. These are silicon diodes_ having a forward voltage drop of approx

imately O. 7v. The two diodes in series provide a voltage shift of +1. 4v from the 

cathode of CR06 to the anode of CR07. 

With -1.1 v "0" i~puts, the base of QOl is held at approximately +1. 3v by the 

level- shifting diodes.' Transistor QOl is connected as an emitter follower; thus 

. its emitter voltage is equal to the base voltage plus the base-emitter junction 

drop~ and is approximately +1. Bv. This provi'des sufficient forward bias so that 

minimum conduction is maintained t~roughQ01. The' emitter voltage of QOl drives 

the base of Q02, 'which is a grounded emitter stage. The base-emitter junction 

of Q02 is therefore back-biased by the +1. 6v i,nput, and Q02 is cut off. 

A -S. Bv "1" input holds the base pf QOl ~t approximately' - O. 6v causing QOI 

to conduct heavily.' The emitter voltage of QOl goes to~pproximately -0. 3v, which 

causes Q02 to switch on and conduct heavily. In this state, ~he circuit output is 

equal to the drop across, Q02, and approaches -0.3v.. 

With Q02 in the cui off state, its collector voltage tends to rise toward -20v .. 

Hpweve~1 the 2 00'"" ohm load acts as a voltage divider with the equivalent 200"'o~ 

resistance of the five ,lOOO-ohm resistors~ and the output stabilizes at "'IOv. 
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'DUMMY INHIBIT GENERATOR 

Card Type COg 

FUNCTION 

The function of the, circuits on this' card is to enable a 340 rna current to flow 

from pin 1 or 15 to ground, whenever at least one input to the respective circuit 

is a -1. 1v· II O".The dummy inhibit circuits are energized by a +40v supply, and 

each circuit contains a series 133-ohm resistor external to the circuit on the 

card. Each dummy inhibit circuit terminates at either pin 1 or pin 15 of a COg 
, ' 

card, an.d tl).e path will ~e completed to ground allowing current to flow if the. 

respective dummy inhibit generator switches to its conduction state. 

OPERATION 

Each circuit has a two-way logical AND input, meaning that both inputs must be 

at the -5.8v "I" level in order for an input to be sensed. A -1. Iv "0" signal on 

either input will disable th~ AND., An unused input acts as a stefldy "1" if left 

open, or as, a steady flO" if grounded.' 

The transistors are disabled 1f the AND is satisfied by two - 5. 8v "l fI inputs l 

preventing dummy inhibit current from flowing. If either input receives a -1. 1 v 

"0", the transistors switch to the conduction state and currep.t is allowed to flow 

from the output pin to ground. 

A level-shifting action is provided by the 4.lv zener,diode CR03.This diode is 

, reverse-biased so that its operating point is beyond the knee of the breakdown 

region; thus the cathode remains' approximately 4. lv positive with respect to the 

anode ... regar:dless of current fluctuations. 

When the AND is satisfied by - 5. 8v "lit inputs, this voltage level plus the forward 

drop of diodes CR01 and CR02 holds the anode of CR03 at approximately -6. lv. 
, . ' 

The base ofQOl is therefore at a~proximately - 2v. The emitter of Q01 is held 

at approximately ... 0. 3v by the forward, drop of CR06. This places a reverse bias 

of 1. 7v across the base-emitter junction of Q01 .. ' :so that it is well into th,e cut off 

'region., In addition, the G.3v drop of CR06 reverse-biases the base-emitter 
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junctioh of Q02, so that it is also cut off. Thus, except for negligibl~ leakage 

effects, the output pin is completely isolated from ground. 

When either input receives a-i. 1 v "0", the anode of eR03 is held at approxi-
,-

mately -1. 4v. The 4. 1 v voltage differential across the zener diode eR03 

attempts to hold the base of QOl at approximately +2. 7v. This causes QOl to 

switch on and conduct heavily,' but it is clamped out of saturation by CR04. The 

. emitter voltage of Q01 rises to approximately + 2. 2v, providing drive to the base 

. of Q02.' Transistor Q02 thus switches to the conduction state," allowing current 

to flow from the output pin to ground. 

The connection of diode eR05 and the +40v supply provides a clamp for the 

collector voltage of the transist~rs. When the transistors switch to the non'" 

, conducting state, the inductance of the dummy inhibit line will tend to induce 

high-voltage transients;· however,' the:se inductiye transients are clamped at +40v. 

plus the drop across the silicon diode eR05. 



FUNCTION 

DRIVER TRANSFORMER 

Card Type C10 

fhe function of this card is to providehalf-c~urrent,s of 340 ma at approximately 

, 44v to the memory stack when supplied with primary power at the +20v level. The 

card contain~ four 6:4.5 voltage step':'up transformers" each having two secondary 

windings of 60 turns and a ce~ter-tapped primary of 90 turns. The transformers 

are connected so that two operate simultaneously with their primary windings 

energized in paralle1.f~om +20v and their secondaries connected in series. The 

output voltages are therefore additive, resulting' in levels 6f approximately 44v. 

, This card operates in conjunction with three other cards; a gate card which' 
, ' 

, switches 'a source of +20v into the center taps of the transformer primaries, and 
, -

with two transformer' driver cards which allow current to flow from one of the 

prima~y windings to ground. 

OPERATION 

A schematic of the circuit contained on card ,type ClO is presented in the 

accompanying diagram,' With the transformers indicated by dashed outlines. The 

transformers ,are identical, each having four windings and seven connecting pins 
, , 

as shown. 'Silicon diodes at transformer pins 3 and 5 'provid~ isolation so that 

current cannot flow through a primary winding in the wrong direction, and prevent 

'interaction between transformers. 

'The dots on the transform'er windings indicat~ the direction, of current flow. 

~¥8f' ~xample"if current flows into the dotted end of the primar~, winding, current 

,will al~'o flovy into th,e dotted end of the sec?ndary winding'. There will consequently 

be a voltage reversal between the dotted ends of the, primary- and secondary windings. 

, , 

As, an ex'ample of, operation, assume'that <;:ard pin 11 is' energized from a 

source of +20v'. This i~ fed to the center tap of the primary w,inQings of trans

formers TOl and ,T02.' Then, by connecting card pins 1 or 10, and (:for 15 to ground,' 
, ' 

.it is possible to' produce either +44v' or "'44v. at either pin 12 o~pin 13 while the 

, .". "f 
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other pin remains at essentially zero potential. The positive and negative potentials 

correspond to the memory cycle, in which a current of one polarity is used to "read" 

and the other to "write". 

To produce -44v at pin 12, the external circuitry would connect card pins 10 

and 15 to ground; allowing 450 rna to flow through windings #1 of T01 and T02. The 

primary voltage. is of the ord~r of +18v, due to the drop across the silicon diode 

and external circuitry; however, the 6:4.5 transformer step-up produces a secondary 

.voltage of approximately +22v. 

It is seen that windings #4 of T01 and T02' are connected in series so that ·the 

voltages are additive, resulting in -44v at pin l.2. It is further seen that windings 

'#3 are connected oppositely, so that the voltages cancel and only a negligible effect 

is produced at pin 13. However,' -44v will appear at pin 13 with negligible voltage 

at· pin 12 if the external circuitry grounds pin 6 instead of pin 15. 

If it is desired to produce +44v at pin 12,. then pins ,1 and 6 will be grounded; . 

and if the +44v is to appear at pin 13, pins 1 and 15wi,l1 be groun~ed. 

Under the preceding sets of conditions, the voltages appearing on pins 12 and 13 

will appear on.pins 2 and 3, if the source of+20v is gated into pin 4 instead of pin 11 ~ 

The 'various outputs available at pins 2, 3, 12,~and 13 andthe conditions nece.s .... 

sary to produce them,' 'are . listed below.. .Pin 5 pr~vides a common return for 
.. .,' , 

. pins 12 and 13, and pi~ 14 provides a common return fo~ pi.ns 2 and 3 . 

Gate~+20v 
into: ' 

Pin 4' 

Pin 4 . 
Pin 4 

P.in 4 
. Pin' 11 

Pin 11. 

Pin 11 

. Pin 11 

Enable Ground 
Connection' From: 

,Pins 6 & 10 

Pins '1 & 15 
Piri's 10 .& 15 

,Pins"l & 6 

Pins 10 & 15 

Pins 1 &6 

Pins 6 & 10 

Pins.1 & 15 

. -
Resulting Voltag~s' at: 

Pin 2· ,'Pin 3 ' Pin,12" Pin,13 

" -44v 

, +44v 

,',,;-44v I 

+44v 

"'44v' 
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BASIC INVERTER CIRCUIT /-

The basic inverter circuit 'consists of two transistor stages, as shown in 

figure 1. Transistor Q01 is a grounded emitter stage which supplies AND 

current, to the load,' and transistor Q02 is an emitter follower stage which 

supplies OR current to the load. 

The input to the circuit consists of two levels of diode logic. The maximum 

number of inputs is limited by the number of available input pins on a , 
circuit card; however, the maximum number of individual inputs to any 

single ~ND cannot, exceed 6. The number of OR inputs has no similar 

'restriction, and 'is limited only by the number 'of input pins. 

The input logic diode~ are Hughes HD2969, which are medium speed 

germanium devices. ,A set of graphs is included in this report which 

shows the comparative recovery tiD71e of these diodes. 

The 'response of an AND input is a function of the time 'constant of the AND 

resistor R01, shunt circuit capacitance at point ®, and the recovery 

speed of the input diodes .. Because additional AND diode inputs increase' 

the shunt capacitance, it is necessary to decrease the size of the AND 

resistor a proportionate am~untas the number of inputs to the AND 

increases beyond 3. Since the OR inputs are not affected by this time con .... 

stant, the output of an inverter circuit has better switching characteristics 

with an OR input than with AND inputs . , 

The transition speed of the AND circuit varies inversely with the recovery 

speed of the AND diodes. Slow diodes allow addi~ional recovery current' 

to be drawn, which in effect, allows a larger ,turn-?ncurrent in the:: first 

trans istor stage. . 
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The input resistor and diode network of transistor Q01 establishes the . . 
clamping levels for 'the output signal.. This network also provides feedback 

to the base of Q01 which stabilizes the two quiescent values of the output 

voltage. 

The input network establishes an input threshold level of approximately 

-3 volts. Thus, the input signal must be ~ore negative than -3 volts, 

before transistor QOl turn-on current is allowed to flow. ' Silicon ·forward 

drop diodes CR21 through' CR24 are used in the 'input network to obtain a 

constant d-c level for signal thresholdo These diodes also have a low 

dy:namic impedance which causes little attenuation of the' input signal current. 

The 22 uuf speed-up capacitor COlon the input of the first stage bypasses 

the 1.2 k resistor R10 and the diode network during. the initial rise or fa-II 

of the input signal. This provides additional drive to the base ofQ01 du,ring. 

the input signal transition, ',th~reby" speeding the switching of this stage. 

Feedback is accomplished through two high speed silic?n diodesCR25 and 

CR26, which have very low stored charge ,characteristics. If these diodes 

were capable of storing excessive charge, there would b~ additional delay 

in switching. By using diodes with very low: storage, the initial switching 

speed is great~y improved., 

When the grounded emitter stage Q01, is turned on, collector current flows 

out of. the circuit through the, series diode CR2 7 . In this state, QOl can 

supply current to 8 AND, loads. ' Transistor QOl is cla~ped out of saturation 

by the silicon feedback diode CR26, and the output voltage settles at a 

nominal 'Value of -1.1 volt. ' The voltage drop across diode CR27 insures' .' . 
a back.'bias being' applied to the base"~mitter junction of Q02, therebykeep~ng 

this stage turned off. 
, , . ~ " 



When QOl turns off, the collector voltage starts to rise toward ... 20 volts. 

Since the voltage across the load cannot change as quickly as the colle,ctor 

voltage of Q01, the series output diode CR27 is back-biased and the output 

emitter follower stage Q02 is turned on. 

The turn .... on current is applied to the base of Q02 at the rate at which QOl 
, I 

turns off. The turn-on current is, the current that is drawn through the' 

-fi~st stage collector resistors R15 and Rl6, and this current is avai~able , 

, to turn on the output stage only as fast as it is turned off in the first stage." 

Transistor Q02 in the on state proceeds to drive the 'output voltage negat~ve • 

.. At abQut ~5. 8 volts, the output is' fed back to the input of the first stage by 

, diode ~R25 tq. start t'he clamping,action. Since this process has delay 

associated with it, the output signal overshoots the ~ 5.8 volt mark' and may 

'carry ~,s far as -8 ·volt~. Th~ cir~uU then .settles the voltage back to:the" ' 

-5.8 volt level. ,During this time, transistor, Q02 can pass the current of 

8 OR: loads through to the '-20 yolt'supply_ 
, 

The switching speed of the' circuit is slightly faster when driving OR loads 
, " 

instead of ,AND 'loads. , With full AND loading; the·turn;..on and turn-off 
, , 

, transition times are less ,than.3'O nanoseconds. The transition, time to the 

,~3 volt threshold is approximately 10 to 15 nanoseconds.' This accounts for' . .' . , 

, the majority of the i~verter circuit delay, which is less than 20, nanoseconds. ' " 

, \ 

In the case 'of drivi~g BOR loads, the transitions are faster~ 'This is. 

because transis.t~r Q02 is being driven by QOl and the 'gain'Of ,bot~' tran-, I ., i 

, sistors is effective. in switching the load. This additional gain causes the 

. ,output load',to be d~iven harder and therefore- switches it faster. " , 
. I 1 .;. I' , 

,'. 

, ) 



Ground Rules 

1., An inverter may simulta~eously drive 8 AND loads, 8 OR loads, or 
any combination up to 8 loads total. 

2.. A flip-flop or a control delay may drive 'only 7 loads, because it is 

required to provide its own feedback which consti~utes 1 load. 

',3. The switching time for a circuit output to change fro~ a -5. 8v "1 " to 

a -1.1 v "0", or vice versa .. 'is approximately 30 nanoseconds'. 

4. Th~ delay time required for a circuit output to reach the -3v threshold .. 

is approximately 10 to 20 nanoseconds and is dependent upon the loading. 

5. A circuit having an OR input will switch faster than a circuit having an 

AND input; thus the delay time is reduced with an ORfnput. 

6. " Generally, two electronic inversions and a total of 60 inches of lead · 

length are allowedbetw-een successive clock phases. This rule may' 

be violated in cases where the logic circuits are very lightly loaded, 

but all such cases must be individually inspected to certify'satisfactory 

, operation. 

7. Any interco,nnecting lead more than 80 inches long ~ust be clamped 

, by means of the circuit on card type C02. 

~. All drive lines from H--- terms to N---" V---,' or· y--'" terms must " 

be clampe'd, regardless of length. " 

'9.' 'N---, V--- and Y--- terms having a clock signal. on an AND input must' 

use one, of the'special card types numbered C72, C73, and 'C74. The 

clock input must be on the fol~,o~ing. pi~s: 

Card ,Type 

C72 
C73 
C74 

'Inverter A 

f' 

'50r 6 
2'or 3 
5 or 6 

Inverter'B 

13 or 14 
, ,10 or 11' 
'13 or t~ 

.,. . 

~ .. , 



10. 'In case an entire AND input group is unused, at least ,one of the inputs must 
, be grounded. ' 

, 11', ' AllOR inputs on, control delay cards are effectively single-way ANDa, 'and 
must be grounded if nO,t used. 

Test Results 

The following pages contain graphs showing the comparative recovery time' of ' 

the logic diodes and the' margins overwhich( the +20v anc;l - 2 Ov supplies may vary •. 
# ' 

. Th~ voltage margin tests were made by varying the supply voltage of an entire 

chassis until failure occurred. The final version of the inverter circuit was tested 

. in a chassis composed of li70 cards which contained 2046 inverters • 

. } 
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GENERAL 

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER 

Card Types C62 and C61 

The circuit configuration shown in figure 1 performs high speed transmission 

of digital information from one module to another. Inputs to the transmitter circuit 

'are logical "1' s II and "0 IS" of - 5. Sv and -1. 1 v, respectively. The transmitter 

converts these single-ended inputs to double.-ended outputs suitable for transmission 

over a balanced transmission line~ Tests using 'an S-megacycle bit rate input have 

shown that 1 'transmitter will satisfactorily drive 20 receivers and 19 unused trans· 

mitters located at any point along a 200 foot transmission line. 

The transmission line is tWisted-pair havi?g a characteristic surge impedance 

of approximately 110 ohms and is terminated at each end in its, characteristic 

impedance. Transmission signal levels are approximately O. 5v line-to-line, and" 

a "1" is distinguished fr<?m a "0" by a full vOltag'e reversal. 

The line voltage levels which represent a "0" are established by- current flow 

from the +20v to the -:20v source at the terminating resistors. Each of these 

currents is of the order' of 5 ma, so that the total voltage developed across the 

termina.ting,resistors is approximately O. 5v 0 

When the 3-way AND input to the transmitter is disabled by a "O"~ transistor 

Q01 is turned on and curr'ent is ~shunt~d around the two constant current drivers 

Q02 and Q03. With the 'AND enabled by "1" inputs, Q01 is turned off, thus allowing' 

Q02 and Q03 to drive a constant 20 ma into the transmission line. Origina~ly, the 

bias 'network~ on the line were producing a 5 ma current f~ow in, one direction 

through the terminating 'resistors, , but when,the transmitter switches on, the 

direction of net current flow through the terminating resistors effectively reverses ~ 

The current from the transmitter divides into two 10 ma currents which flow through 

each line tern;ination. This current 'is in the opposite directi~n to the 5 ma bias 

current; thus the net current flow is 5 ma in the opposite direction, producing a 

voltage drop equal and oppo~ite to the original·voltag'e. This resuits in a full voltage 

reversal for separating a "I" froni a "ort~ although the signal level remains of the 

order of, 0 0 5v line-to-line. 



,TRANSMITTER, Card Type C62 

The printed circuit card contains two identical transmi~ter circuits designated' 

'A and B. A typical circuit is shown in figure 1. 
, . 

'The logi~ i~put circuitry consists of a 3-way AND. The output of ,a standard 
logic car'd constitutes a proper input to a transmitter. A'logical "1 H input causes 

.transistor Q01 to 'turn,off and Q02 and Q03 to turn on~ while a ,~O" input has the 
opposite effect. 

Transistors Q01 and Q02 are NPN sili'con CDC C05's and Q03 is a PNP 

germanium CDC ,CO,3. Their characteristics are listed in the ,component section~! 

< 'A -1.1 V "0" input to the base of Q01 causes the emitter-base junction to' be' , 

,for,ward 'biased, turning QOl fully on. When QOl is turned 00, a shunt path for 

: current is provided around Q02,"and Q03. Since Q02and Q03 no longer have a source 
, , 

of current, no current is injected into the transmis~ion line. 

When the "AND" input is satisfied, the base of QOl will be held at approximat~ly 

-6·.4 volts. This reverse-biases the ~mit1:er-ba~,e junction by,approximately 3 ,~olts . 

"and causes QOl to be turned off. Since the shunt path for current around Q02 and 
, , , 

Q03 no longer exists, th,ey become constant current generators' of opposite polarities. 

Q03 injects' a current of approximate~y 2'0 'rna into the line and a like amount of 

current flows out of the line into Q02. ' . 

The base networks of Q02 and Q03 ~ach contain a 3v zener diode which 'performs 

two functions. In the first case, the' zener diode sets the volt,age level at which 

the emitters of Q02 and Q03 will reach their turned-on state. This, in turn, sets 

the threshold that must be overcome at the base of QOl, since its emitter is at the' 
, ' 

same potential as the emitter of Q02. In the second case, ,the zener diodes set the 
. \ '. 

-' base voltages of Q02 andQ03 which ,determine ,how. :much noise voltage will be 
" . 

\ ,allowed at the collectors before the col~ector-base junctions become forward biased • 

• , This val~e 'of noise voltage is something 'o~e~:{V'blts sinc~ theforward d:r:op of the 

collee!or-base junctions. a~ds to the zener di~devoltage t; This mea.ns that~he' ' 
',transmitter will operate'satlsfactorilywith, upto3volts of random noise on the 

transmission line. 
, , 

'~ , 



TRANSMITTER 
CARD TYPE C62 

(TWO CIRCUITS PER CARD) 

R02, 2.4K 

R03 

-20V 
2.4 K 

-20V 

CROl, HD2969 

ROI 
8.2K 

I NPU T r-_I------..-----t---f 
II 

I 
C R03,HD 2969 

R06, 2.4 K 

R07 

2.4 K 

R08,2.4K 

NOTES: 

TEST 
POINT 

o 

-20V 

QOI 
CDC C05 

+20V 

Q02 
CDC C05 

CR04 
HD2969 

CR04 
3V I 

ZENER 

Q03 
CDC C03 

/ 
+20V 

3.9K 

56.(£ 

56n 

3.9 K 

1- 20V 

TERMINATING RESISTORS 

I., TRANSMISS~O~ I ' LINE P' I 
I I 

"0" = O.sv t~ 
"111 :: 0.5 V ~ ~ 

TWISTED 

PAIR 

~ 
+20V 

3.9 K 

56n 

3.9 K 

-20V 

I. THE CONNECTION SHOWN DOES NOT PROVIDE A LOGICAL INVERSION; A "1" INPUT RESULTS IN A 11,11 OUTPUT. 

QOI 
CDC C07 

ROI 
10 K 

4.7 K 

Q02 
CDC C07 

R03 

10 K 

2. TO PRODUCE AN OVER-ALL LOGICAL INVERSION, THE TRANSMISSION LINE CONNECTION AT THE RECEIVER WOULD BE REVERSED. 

3. THE" TRANSMISSION LINE CONNECTION AT THE TRANSMITTER CAN NOT BE REVERSED, BECAUSE OF VOLTAGE POLARITIES. 

RECEIVER 
CARD TYPE C61 

(TWO CIRCUITS PER CARD) 

002 
CDC COl 

C02 

100 
fJ-JLf 

+ 20 V 

-20V 

R04,2.2K CO I, 100 Ii- fL f 

-20V 

CR03 

HD2969 

Q 

RI3 
470 n 

Q04 
CDC C02 

OUTPUT 

3-51 
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The transmitter must be connected to the line in only one polarity, as shown 

in figure, 1'. This is necessary in order to provide current through the terminating. 

resistors in a direction opposite to the bias current. 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

A terminated balanced tWisted-pair transmission line is used to carry digital 

information from the transmitter to the receiv~r. This info.rmation is in the form 

of line-to-line differential voltages of the order of O. 5v, with a complete voltage 

reversal distinguishing a "1" from a "0". 

The surge impedanc~ of the transmission line is 100 to 120 ohms. The line is 

terminated at each end with a 112-ohm resistive load, consisting of two 56-ohm 

resistors in s,eries across the line with an optional center ground reference. This. 

provides very good impedance matching and,' 'as a result, reflections and standing 

waves are minimizedo 

Present plans call for biasing the line at each end by means of 3. 9k resistors 

to +20v an<;i -20~ to achieve a 5 ma bias current through the terminating resistors. 

This holds the "0" state signal level at, O. 5v line-to-line. In the future it, may· 

prove feasible to bias the line at one end only, or perhaps in'the center. This 

. modification would necessitate a change in the size of the bias resistor,s. 

The length of a transmission line may be up to 200 feet, with up to 20 trans

mitters arid 20 receivers placed in pa~allel anywhere along its length,' 

Bit rates ·of 8mc or greater'are po~sible on a 290 foot line. Low bit rates. over 

long'er ~istances are' limited by the DCline~oss~s, however, tran~mitters may be<, " 

paralleled for, longer dista,nces to overcome these losses. 

The velocity of signal propagation along the line is approximately 500/0 to 600/~ of 

the velocity of light. This results· in a' time delay per foot of the order of 1. 6 to" 

1. 8 nano'seconds. 

The balanced· system using differential receiving 'techniques allows a difference' 

in noise level~ of up to 3v to b.e tolerated between' the transmitter ground reference 

and the 'receiver ground reference. 
j' 



RECEIVER" Card Type C6l 

'The printed circ~it card contains two identical receiver circuits' designated A 

,and B .. ,1( typical example is presented in figure 1. The portion of the c~rcuit 

connected to the collector of QOl is quite similar to a logical ,inverter. which is 
, ... ' . 

discussed elsewhere in this report. 

This circuit, function~ as both a differential amplifier and a discriminator ... 'I:t 

provides a logic ,output of either. " ~ fI or "0 ", according to the polarity of the 

, differential, O. 5v' signal 'which the two input terminals receive from the 'transmission· 

line. 

The circuit inputs are connected directly into the bases of Q01 and Q02.. The 

'O.5v differential input is centered about gro~nd, so that one input shifts approxi

mately ,0. 25v positive while the other input shifts negative a similar amount. The 

. two input transistors QOl and Q02 are PNP type. CDC C07' s; thus the transistor 

which receives 'the negative inputwill,donducf more heavily while the one receiving 

the positive input will conduct'less heavily. 

The circuit issuc~ that.a negative input to the base of Q~l and a posltive input. 

, to the base of Q02 results ina logical H1" at the receiver output .. Under the 

opposite conditio,ns ofa positive, input to Q01 and a negative input to Q02, the output 

will be a logical "0".. Thus, by reversing the connections at the receiver inputs, 

'it is possible for a given set of conditions ,on the transm~ssion line. to produce either 

a. "1 tI or a "Orr at the r~ceiver output.' . 

. The circuit shown in figur:e l' does 'not produce an inversion between input to the

transmitter and output from the receiver. 'A "1" input to the transmitter produces 

a transmission line signell of approximately O. 5v line-to-line with the polarity'as 

. ,shown. This. allows transistorQ01 to apply approximately 5 ma of collector current 
. ,'. ' ' 

to the junctioriof R07, ROB, and the anod'e' of CROl, which causes Q03to switch off 
• • • • . 4', \ ..•• \_,: \ 

. and Q04 to switchon.iproviding a "i" output. In this state, 'transistorQ04 can\,\: 

drive B OR loads. .With opposite conditions at th,e receiv~r input, the output can' 

drive· B AND loads.' . .' 

, ' .. 



Ground Rules· 

1. The output of a logic card constitutes a proper input to a transmitter. 

2. The output of a receiver constitutes, a proper input to a logic card • 

. 3. , . A receiver may drive BOR loads, B AND loads, or any combination 

resulting in 8 loads total. 

4. The transmission line is twisted"'pair, having a surge impedance of 

100 to 120 ohms. 

5. The tr~nsmission line may be any length up to 200 feet. 

6. The transmission line is terminated at each end in a resistive load 
;. 

approximately equal to its surge impeQance. 

7. A logical inversion between input to transmitter and output from. 

receiver mayor may not o~cur, depending upon the transmission 

line connections at the receiver~ 

8. 'The transmission line' connections at the transmitter can not be reversed .. 

due,'to the polarity of the line bias voltage. 

9. Up to 20 transmitters and 20 receivers may be conn.~cted anywhere 

along a tr~nsmission line. 

10. A transmitter having an 8 megacycle bit rate input will, drive 20 receivers 

at the end of a 200 foot transn:l.ission line, with 19 inactive t.ransmitters 

also connected to the line. 

11. Inactive transmitters and receivers do not load a transmission line and 

do not have to be' disconnected from it. 

,\ 

; 
l .i . " ,. 



RESYNC CIRCUIT . 

. Card Types C64, C65, C6G 

GENERAL 
The resyrtc circuit shown in figure 1 is contained on three printed circuit 

'cards, the type numbers being C64, C65, and CBB. The logical op'eration of this 

. circuit is presented in figure 2, and' a timing diagram is shown in figure 3. 

The function of a resync circuit is' to synchronize an asynchronous signal of 

random length with the computer clock. Upon receipt of a logical "1 fI input signal, 

the resync circuit produces a "1 tI output during a clock phase. This output is . 
, I 

62.5 nanoseconds long and is not~repeated, regardless of·the duration of the inputo . 

The average time required for resyrtchronization is 2 clock phase times, taking 

into account the 40-nanosecond circuit delay. It is possible, however, for this to 

occur d':lring 1 phase time, and it will never 'require more than 3. A . simplified 

. ti~ing diagram of the resync circuit is shown in figure 3 . The best case and .worst 

case co:nditions refer to the length. of time required for synchronization. ' 

. . Logic levels within the resync circuit are in the positive 'voltage domain. A 
. . . , . 

", tlO" is represented by +0. 7v and a "l"by +1.'7vo . 

, LOGICA'L FUNCTIONING 

With initial conditions prevailing,' the input to the circuit w~ll be a steady "a" 
and the output of inverter 1 will be a steady "1". When a "1 ',' input i~.received by' 

.the circuit, the ,delay line allows the o'litput of inverter 1 to remain a ii 1" for' . ,-' 

,approximately 25 '~noseconds, and it 'is durin~ this time that FF 1 is set. 

Next, ' FF 2 is set by the output'of inverter 2. This output is timed by a clock 

phase which may be even or' odd, but the relationship b~tween the' pha'ses ,of t~e' 
. clock 'inputs must be as shown in figure 2. 

. . 

With FF 2. set, ',the. "1" is gated out of the ,circuif,by a full 62. 5 ,n~nosecond 

.' c.lockphase. Fol19wing this, the shifted phase clock 'input clears FF 1 an~ FF 2, 

and 'initial 'conditions' prevail. 
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3.9 K 1.5 K 
1/2 W 

--
+20V 

+20V 
1.5 K 

3.9K 1/2 W 

H02969 

PHASE) 
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fLfLf -
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+20V 

1.5 K 
1/2 W 

390 

560 

CARD TYPE C 64 

+20V 

1.5 K 
1/2W 

390 

4 

390 

2 5 

14 6 

15 10 

.+20 V 

IK 
1/2 W 

+20V 

IK 
1/2W 

390 

390 
--

--

NOTE: 

l. ALL TUNNEL DIODES A.RE TYPE TO-I. 

2.ALL TRANSISTORS ARE CDC f321. 

CAR.D TYPE C 65 

R.ESYNC C.[RCUfT 

-20V 

+20V 

IK 
1/2W 

250 
fLfLf 2700 470 

1.8 K 

TEST 
POINT 

A 
0 

FDI032 

--

HD2969 OUTPUT 
HD4416 

390 390 HD4416 

+20V 

IK 
l/2W 

I 6 +20V +20V 

I 4.7K HOIS7. 2.2K 

I HOIS71 
TEST 

a POINT 

I +20V B 

I CLOCK 
SLAVE 

INVERTER 

I 

CARD TYPE C66 
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RESYNC CIRCU IT ,';, 
, 

, I 

I 
.f 

LEADING EDGE PULSE 
NPUT 
in: -1.1 V 
IS =-5.8' V 

EVEN OR ODD 
CLOCK 
SLAVE 
INVERTER, 
(SHIFTED 

PHASE} 

I 

LOGIC 
LEVEL 
TRANSLATOR 2 

tNVERTER 2 

.- -<; 

-' -

INTERNAL LOGIC LEVELS: 

'''0'' : + 0.7 V 
"I," = + .-.7, V ~4 NANOSEC 

TIME PER INVERSION/ 

FLIP":' FLOP I 
~-'-

I 

FLIP;" FLOP 2 ,----- -'-' -1 
.___--t.J-------::;:,t 

CLOCK 
SLAVE 
INVERTER 

62.5 NANOSEC" 

EVEN OR ODD 

I 
l 

I' 
i 
, 

~ 

1 
f 

f 
I 

LOGIC . 
LEVEL I 
TRANSLATO~ 
4 

LOGIC . 
LEVEL 
~RANSLATORI 

J 

1'0":':"'1.1 V 
~--------------~ "I": -5.8 V 

OUTPUT' 



RESYNC CIRCUIT TIMING DIAGRAM 

I 

CLOC K FREQUENCY' 8 MEGACYCLES 

o 62.5 125 NANOSEC 250 312.5 376 ,437.5 500 

CLOCK SLAVE 
INVERTER 
EVEN OR 000 

",,-I _ 

LOGIC LEVEL 
TRANSL.ATOR 

2, 

INVERTER' 

'BEST CASE 

INPUT 

INPUT TO FFI~ ________ ~ ____________ ~ ____ ~ 
25 NSEC 
PULSE 

FF I 

FF 2 

OUTPUT 

WORST CASE 

INPUT I 
I, 

I 
J 
I 

,I 

INPUT TO FF I 
25 NSEC, t-------------....... ....I 
PULSE . 

, OUTPUT· 

~ \-"---' DEL.AY > I PHASE TIME, 

., NOTE: THERE WILL BE AN ADDITIONAL DELAY OF '~ 40 NANOSECONDS, FROM THE 

CLOCK SLAVE INVERTER INPUT, AT PIN to OF THE C66 CARD TO THE 

RESYNC C'RCUIT OUTP·UT. 

.. ' 
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CIRCUIT OPERATION 

As shown in figure 1, except for the transistors in the output lO,gic level 

translator, all of the resync circuit transistors are CDC 1821. This is a high 

speed silicon NPN type, having a gain-bandwidth O,f .1 kmc, which provides a time 

per invers.iO,n O,f approximately 4 nanoseconds, as used in this circuit. All of the, . , 

CDC 1321 transistors have a base-to-collector tunnel diO,de network. This network 

establishes an input threshold level and holds the output voltage at the sum of the 

tunnel diode drops and the base- emitter junction drop. 

The tunnel diodes are type TD-1. This is an axial tunnel diode having·an 

~= 1 rna and a V fp = 500 mv. ,Assuming an ideal case, two tunnel diO,des in 

series, would switch at 1 ma with a composite,1Vfp = 1 v. Du.e to slight individual 

differences, no two tunnel diodes will switch at exactly the same point, but the 

difference is negligible in this high speed circuit. 

. Logic level translators 1, 2, and 3 perform the function of changing a. -5. Bv 

"1" to a +1. 7v "1", and a -1. 1 v "0" to a +0. 7v "0". Upon receipt ota -1.1 v flO" . 

input, the tunnel diO,des will be back-biased and they will be in the low voltage state. 

Thus the collector potential will be held at the potential of the base, \ which will be 

approximately +0. 7v, being a grounded emitter silicon transistor. However, upon 

receipt of a -5. Bv "1" input, the 6.2v drop across the zener diode causes tunnel 

diode c~rrent to, increa,se to approximately 1.2 ma, so that they switch to, the high 

voltage state., This causes transistor conduction to decrease, and the collector 
, " , 
voltage becomes equal to' the sum of the tunnel diode voltages and the base-emitter 

vO,ltage, a total of +~:" 7v. 

The'inverter circuits change a +1. 7v "1" input to a.+O. 7.v ."0" output, and vice 

versa. Again, the' output levels are taken from 'the collector ,and the collector" 
, , . . .. ' \., ' 

potential is equal to the sum of the tunnel diode voltages plus the base~etnitter 

'Voltage otthe ,silicon transistor. The t~merequ~red for., a tl;"ansition from one state 

to the other is approximately 4 nanoseconds. 

t'· 

3\-6T 
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As shown in figure'1, the two flip-flops are each constructed of two inverter. 

circu~ts provided with cross-coupled feedback from colle·ctor,to'base. These 

. flip-flops are bistable circuits and are .therefore capable of storing information.' 

The output logic level translator is quite similar to' a logical inverter circuit, . 

which is discussed elsewhere. This circuit converts a +0. 7v "On into a -1.1 v 

"0", arid a +1. ~v "I''' into a - 5. Bv "1 fl. ~t is capable of driving up to 8 logic cards, 

all of .which may be ,either AND or OR, or any combination resulting in 8 loads 

" total. , Th~input to this translator consists of the set output of FF 2, ANDed wi~h 

the output of logic level translator 3. This produces an output'pulsewidth of ' 

'62.5 'nanos·eco.nds.. since the input from the clock' slave inverter ,is a. ... 5. Bv "1 " 

for this length of time. There will be a delay of approximately 4·0' nanoseconds from' 

this input to the resync circuit output. 

The grounded emitter transistor is a PNP type CDC COl. The base bias is 

su~h that a +0. 7v "0'"" allows it to switch on, producing a -1. 1 v "0" output, 'while 

a +l.,?v"l"'input·causes it to switch off, producing a -5.Bv,'fl" Gutput. 

. Ground Rules ' 

1. The clock slave inverter input to pin 12 of the C64 card should be phase

shifted to <?btain maximum resync speed. 

f' ' 

The resync circ\;lit may drive 8 AND loads, 8 OR loads, or any combin~t~on 

. up to 8 loads total. 

'~here wili b~, a' delay of' approximately 40 nanO'sec'onds from the clock 

slav~ inverter input at pin 10 of the C6B card to theresyrlc circuit output~ , 
.. 



CAPACITIVE DELAY 

Card Types C67, C68, C69, C70, C71 

FUNCTION 

The function of a capacitive delay is to provide an interval of time delay 

between successive logical operations. This is done by regulating the length of, 

time required for a logical "1" to pass. through the delay ~ircuit. 'The delay time 

for' a logical "0" 'wUl'be approximately, one-tenth of the delay time for a logical "1 If. 

The circuits~ contained on card types C67, C68, C69, C70, and C71 provide 

delay times ranging from'20 nanoseconds to 40 milliseconds, and are shown in 

figures 2, 3, 4,5" and 6. In addition, the delays on card types C68 and C69 may be 

varied through a range of approximately ±15% by means of the variable resistor R02. 

OPERATION, Card Types C67, C70,' andC71 

. A delay circuit configuration is shown in figure 1, with typfcal waveforms. It 

consists of a capacitor from the signal line to ground, having a source of charging' 

current. through a series resistance with the voltage regulated by a 15v zener diode. 

The delay time from A to B is the time required to charge the capacitor to the input 

threshold level ot inverter B when the output of inverter A switches to ,a -5. 8v "1". 

The charging voltage. on all card types except C 70 is stabilized at a constant 

15 volts by a zener diode. The delay time is therefore proportional only to the RC 

time constant of the series resistance and the capacitance, and is not affec~ed by , 

small line voltage variations. On card types C68 and C69, the series resistance 

is variable by means of a 2K potentiometer. ' This provides a close adjustment of 

the. delay times through a, range of a.pproximately ± 15%. , 
J 

On all card types except C70; the input to the delay is a 3-way AND, and any 

uri~sed input is e~fectively ~ steady "1 ". The delay circuits on card types C67 

and C 7~ may drive O-R loads only, and the RC time constant resistance also acts 

as· the AND resistance. 



The AND input contains FD -1032 silicon diodes having a .Voltage drop of 

approximately o. Bv; thus point CD on figure 1 is always O. 6v more negative than 

. the logic-le,vel input. The voltage across the capacitor is controlle'd by the level 
,of the input signal. W1tha. -1. Iv "0'" input,. this voltage will be approximately 

,-1 . 7v •. When th~ i~put from A switches toa - 5. Bv "1 ", the voltage at point (!) 
#I • • • < 

approaches- B. 4v jn an e~ponential curve according to the rate at which cha.rging 

c~rrent flows into the capacitar. At the 'threshold lavel of approximately ... 3v~ 

inverter Bwill switch state; 

OPERATION~ Card~ypes C68 and C69 .. ~ 
The ci.rcuit contained on these cards is designed to provide stable delay times 

.• ofrelatively long 'duration: It consists of a capacitive dela:y followe~ bya double 

. 'inverting. ri~twork s~ch that the circuit does not produce an over-all logical inversion. 

The circuit.output characteristics are similar to those of'a logic card, and it 

will drive, a maximum of 8 logic card loads. These may.b~ 8 AND loads, '8 OR 

loads, or 'a:ny combination up to 8 loads totaL 

As discussed in the: previous section, the delay time is the time required to 

charge the capacitor to the threshold level of the following inverter when the circuit 

input switches to the .... 5. 8v "1" leveL The threshold' level at which the inverter :will 

. switch stafe is~pproximately-3v" but of~en varies' slightly from cCl:rd to .card. 

From. an examination .of the exponenti~l charge curve of the capacitor, it is see:n 

that a small variation of the threshold level will make an appreciable difference in 

. the del~y time. T~is variation 'can be eliminated by always using the same inverter 

. with a given capacitive delay. Mounting the inverter· on the same card ensu,res tha~ 

the capacitive delay will always drive the same inverter, an'd the threshold will 

remai~ essentially c.onstant. : 

As discussed previously, the input-logic diodes are high· speed device~ having 

ravoltage drop of. appro~imately O.6v. This' holds the anode of zener diode caOS 
.' -' \'. 

: a.t a potential 0 ~ 6v more negative than the logic"'lev~l input. '. ,. 
',' 



Zener diode CR05 functions as a threshold-setting device. The breakdown 

. voltage of CR05 is approximately 4. 9v; thus with its anode held at -6. 4v by "l't 

inputs, CR05 applies appro~imately 1. 3.v of forward drive to the base of· Q01. As 

the circuit input 'goes negative,' . conduction increases through CR05 and resistor 

R05.· When current f~ow through R05 reaches approximately 0.36 ina, the negative

going input starts to draw turn-on current from transistor Q01. The input continues 

moving negative to the -5. Bv· "1 " level~ causing QOl to conduct heavily. 

A -1. 1 v "0" input holds the anode of CR05 at approximately-l. 7v. In this 

state, CR05 does not have sufficient bias to hold it in the zener breakdown reg~on. 

The base of QOl is therefore held at a low'positive voltage by resistors R05 and R06, 

and QOl is cut ofL 

Base drive for transistor Q02. is taken from the collector of Q01. When "'5~ Bv 

"1" inputs cause Q01 to conduct heavily, its collector holds the base of Q02 at 

approximately -0. 5v, so tpat Q02 is in a state of minimum conduction. The collector 

voltage.of Q02 is clamped at approximately -6v by resistors R07, ROB, and diode 

CR06. 

The - 6v level is applied to the base of Q03 and its emitter is isolated by· CR07 . 

Transistor ·Q03 is· connected as an emitter follower, and in this state, it can supply 

ORcurr~nt for B logic card loads 0 

A -1.. 1 v "0" ,input causes Q01 to cut' off and its collector, voltage rises toward. 

-20v, cau~~ng ,transistor QO~ to conduct heavily. The collector voltage, of Q02 

appr~aches\ -0. 5", and the circuit output b.ecomes a logical 1'0". In this state, 

transistor Q03is cut off andQ02 ~an supply AND current for B logic card loads. 

Positive feedback is provided from the collector of Q02 to the base of QOlby 

resistors R05, R06;, and capacitor C09. This produces a regenerative effect which,'. 

speeds the switching action. 



GROUND RULES 

,1' .. ' Each delay circuit contained on card' types C67an~ C7.1may drive. only 

'one logic circuit. 

2. + The outputs of delay circuits contained on card types C67 and C71 must 

always' connect to logic circuit OR inputs. 

3. The delay circuits contai~ed on card types' C6S and C69 may drive'S' AND 

loads, 8 OR loads, or any combination up to' 8 loads total. 

The nominal delay time s pertain to a logical "1" .. 

The delay: time for a'.logical "0", will be approximately one-tenth of the 

corresponding' delay time for a logical. "1:'. 



INVERTER 

TYPICAL CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION 

~O.6V DROP 
ACROSS DIODE, 

II ,".-5.aV 

OUTPUT OF A 

I 
-2PV 

-15V, REGULATED BY ZENER DIODE 

, B, 
, /INVERTER 

~~ .. INPUT. ONl.V 
( CARD TYPES CS7 AND C71 ) I ,-

. j' 

'I 
- - I , ~ EXPONENTIAL CHARGE 'CU,RVE 

VOLTAGE AT POINT CD I ' ",j" . 

-S.4V ".I~'\"'" . 
(INPUT Pl.US DIODE DROPI[ ·_THRESHOl.D.~-3V. 

-1.7V ---""1 I 
-~-.- -1'·1 

.' 1 """'"""--I __ 

.1 ' r 

",'\ -5.aV 

OUTPUT'OF B 

.. "0",-1.1 V 

I I. 

I· I 

DELAy,.TIME.-+! F' 
NOTE: 

CARD TYPE C70 DOES NOT HAVE A SOURCE OF 
CHARGING CURRENT. 



INPUT 
3 

CAPACI TIVE DELAY) FIXED. 

* CR02 

i* .CR03 

CARD TYPE C 67 

. ·-20V 

ROI 
I K 

R02 
4.'1 K 

·CR04 
IN965 
15V ZENER 

U---~~----~------4---------------~----U OUTPUT 

*\' LOGICOIOOES FO 1032 

S 

" ~ COl ) 115 p.p- f ' 

~ C02 )' 220 fJ- J.L f 

12 C03 
0 ) 620 J.L J.L f 

.,i 

. 6· C04 ", 
) 

1300fJ- JL f .. 
(;) . 

IS COS o '. ) 
2100 fL·J.L f 

I' 

NOMINAL DELAY TIMES 

0.1 fL SEC 

o.~ fJ-SEC. 

. ~ . 

o.S fL SEC 't 

" 1fJ- SEC 

. 2 J.L' Se;C 

-
AN~) EXTERNAL' JUMPER CONNECTS PIN 5 

. TO THE OESIREDOELAY.. ' 

, ,,,. ~. 

t 



CAPACJT'IVE DELAY. VARIABLE 

. ! 

CROI 

CDC 4210 
CR02 

3O----4~-,------... 

-20V 

ROI' 
IK 

R02 
2K 

POT 

.\' 

.. _.". CARD TYP'E eGa' 

:CR04 
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CDC 4210 

5 

COl ~ 
·6 0 .. 00S8 fLf j 10---_ 5 fL SEC 
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., 0-£"'" C03 I .018 f j 
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~
05 
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12' ~ 
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..... , 

NO'TES: 

CR05 
IN 705A 
5V 

, I 

.Q.OI 
CDC 

.C·OI 

CR07 
CDC 

4200 

002 
CDC 
C·OI'. 

I. .EXTERNAL JUMPER CONNECTS PIN 5 TO.·DESIRED DEL.AY. 

2. "NOMINAL. DEL.AV TIMES VARIABL.E ~.= 15 % BY A'OJUSTING R02. ' 
, . , 

3. . THE CIRCUIT DOES NOT PROOUCE AN OVERAL.L-INVERSION. 
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, I': 

. \ 

.. 



CDC 4210 

8 
' COl 

) 
1.5 j-Lf 

CO2 
0 , 

1.5j-Lf 

'CAPACITIVE 'DELAY, VARIABLE 
CARD TYPE C69 

-20V 
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,2K 
POT 

R03 
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I MSEC 

I MSEC 
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NOTES: 

I. EXTERNAL JUMPER CONNECTS. PIN 5 TO DESIRED DELAY. 

2: NOMINAL DELAY TIMES VARIABLE ± 15 Cfo BY ADJUSTING R02.:' 
, " 

',3., THE CIRCUIT. DOES NOT PROOUCE AN OVERALL 'INVERSION. 
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1\ 
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I 
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FUNCTION· 

MODIFIED M--- INPUT 

Card Type C75 

Two identical circuits are contained on this card, the furiction of which is to 

enable the 3600 computer syrstem to receive information from a 1604 type input/· 
, , 

output cable. This is done by converting the "1" and "0" signal l~vels from 

-0.7v and -18v to -5. ·8v and -1.1 v, respectively.· 

OPERATION 

This. circuit is es'sei1tially a single inverter having one OR input which has 

been modified by the addition of resi,stors R01 and R02. These provide a voltage 

dividing effect., so that a -18v input res~lts in approximately -6v at the cathode 

ofeR01. Similarly, a ~.O. 7v input ~esults in approx,imately· -lv at that point.. 

The ~emainder of the circuit is identical to a single invert.er, which is 

discussed elsewhere. ,It is capable of driving' 8 OR loads, 8 AND loads, or any 

combination resulting in 8 loads total.. ' . ' . . 

.. "'" . 
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GENERAL 

MODIFIED L - - - OUTPUT 

Card Type C76 

Two identical circuits are contained on this card, the function of which is 

to enable the 3600 computer system to transmit information to peripheral equip· 

ment contalning 1604 type logic.· This is done by converting "1" and "0 II levels 

from -So 8v and -1.1 v to approximately -0. 7v and -18v, which are the signal 

levels transmitted over a 1604 input/output cable. ·An M--- card in the peripheral 

equipment converts these signals to -3v and -0. 5v, which respectively represent 

"1 It and "01
' in the 1604 type logic . 

. MODIFICATIONS 

The modifiedL--- circuit shown in figure 1 is quite similar 'to one of the 

circuits. co"ntained on the 1604, card type 62. It has been modified through the use 

of CDC C02 transistors, reduction of the 'Miller 'feedback capacitance to 32 uuf, 

and the 3..ddition of 1. 8 K resistors in the input networks. This enables the 

. circuit to accept 3600 logic levelinput~, ,.' and r~sults ·i~ a switching time of 

app~oximately 1 usec. 

OPERATION 

The circuit inputs are a thre~·-way AND and an OR. The threshold level at· 

the cathodes of CROl and CR06 is approximately -1. 5v. Thus as the circuit 

.. input becomes ·more. negative, conduc~ion increases from the +20v sOurce through 

the resistor network. When the circuit input reaches the." 3v lev~l, . the resulting 

. voltage drop at the ba~e ·of QOl will provide s·Ufficient forward bias to the base-

.. emitter junction of transistor Q01,< so that .it startsto switch to its. conduction 

state. 



L---'OUTPUT 
CARD TYPE C76 

(TWO CI RCUI TS PER CARD) 

1, -20V 
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2',2K 

u-----~~~-------4~~~V---~--~~~---.----~~----.------u,OUTPUT' 

H02969 

CR05 

-20V' 
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,220 !l 
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15 
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"O"=-I.IV~ODI:FI~D) ul":'-0.7V)'·~ -~·'O"=-O.5V: 

I ' 

I,', 

..J 

:~3-7.Bt ' 
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The voltage at the base of QO 1 is' clamped at the sum of the base- e~itter' 

junction drops o{Q01 and Q.D21 which is approximately -0. Bv. Thus, as , 

the input goes negative, the voltage across R06 will be 'clamped at' 

approximately 19. 4v so that the current through it does not increase be

yond approximately O. 9 ma~ Therefore, as the input become&. more 

negative, turn- on current will be drawn through transistors' QO 1 and Q02. 

~his actio~ begins when the input reaches approximately- 3v ~ 'and as the 

input continues moving negative to the - 5. Bv "1" level, QO 1 and Q02 

switch to a state of heavy conductiono 

Transistor QO 1 is connected as an emitter fol.lower and Q02 as a grounded 

emitter sta~e. Thus when. QO 1 switches on l Q02 will conduct heavily, pro

viding a low impedance path from ground to the circuit output. The tran- ' 

sist~rs are clamped out of saturation by diode CR02, but their 'collector 

potential will be approximately'" O. 7v when both are in the conduction state. 

A positive- going input causes transistor drive current to decrease, and, 

when the input becomes more positive than - 3v, the transistors switch off. 

The transistors' in this state are quite far into the cut- off region, and the , 
\. , 

'circuit output approaches - lBv .. 

The ~witching time of the circuit is ,approximately 1 usec. ,The ~imiting 

factor is the 32 uuf of Miller feedback capacitanqe, which effectively' slows 

the response ofQO 1 .. 
" 

" ' .. ( 



GENERAL 

PRIORITY CIRCUIT 

Card Types C'77, C78, C79 

, The priority circuit shown i'n figure 1 is qontained on three printed circuit 

cards, the type numbers being C77, C78, and C79. ,The logica.l operation of 'this 

circuit is presented in figure .~, and a timing diagram is shown in figure 2. 

The function of the priority circuit is' to enable a storage module to honor its 

':':'five access channels on a ftfirst-~ome,.first,:,"servedH basis, 'without intet"ference, 

. from any' other access channel. Priority circuits are contained in the input ' 

. 'logic of each of the' five access channels, and when one of them receives a "1',' . , 

." ·input, it disables the priority circuits in the remaining four channels. 'Thus a 

request on any of the remaining channels will not be honor.ed until th~ first channel 

is released. ' 

The priority circuits, will differentiate between access channel requests 

spaced, down to approximately 7 to 8 nanoseconds. Requests arriving more " 

elos,ely than this are consider'ed to have arrived simult~neously, and factors such 

'. as supply voltage and wire length will determine which c~annel is hono'red. , ~ two 

requests should arrive Simultaneously and all other factors are equal, then neither" 

. will be honored.·,! 

, 

,The delay time through, a priority circuit, is 30 to ~O nanoseconds. The 20- l 

, nanosecond delay,line ac~ounts for the majority of this.. since the transi~tor and 

tunnel diode logic provides ~ time per inversion of approximately'S to 4 nano-

seconds. A priority circuit timing diagram is,.presented·ih figur,e 3. '''' 

Logic levels within the ,priority circuit are in the positive voltage'domain. " 

'A,"O"is represented by+q .. 7v a~d a,!l11f.py +1. 7v. The disable signal sent from 

.on~ priority circuit to the oth~r four is th~ set Oll.tputof,FF1, and is a +1.7v ttlff.' 

" 
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PRIORITY CIRCUIT TIMING DIAGRAM 

NANOSECONDS 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 

"I" T J INPUT "Oil ]J 
I 
I DROP~ AFTER 612.5 NSEC 

k--~5 ~I r[ I I L R:EMAIN INPUT OTHER ICONDITIONS 
TRANSLATOR I I I UNTI L CLEARED 

r- 2T04 1 I 
FF I I 

I I 

IE 15 :.1 
14 TO 16 NSEC I 

DELAY LINE I 
IE ~23 >1 

FF 2 

1 I 
J<"' 20 ~I I 20 TO 25 NSEC I 

DELAY LINE 1 I I 

I I 
OUTPUT 

IE-~ 4 ~ INVERTER 

I 

OUTPUT 
111" 

~ ~LIIO" TRANSLATOR 8 TO 10 

DISABLE APPEARS 
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LOGICAL FUNCTIONING 

As 'shown in figure S I the portions of the priority circuit are: an input logic 

level translato~; flip-flop 1 which produces the signal disabling the other priority' 

circuits; an inverter which disables flip-flop 2 if another access' channel has 

. priority; . flip-flop 2; an output inverter; and. an o'll:tput logiC level translator .. 

In addition, the priority circuit contains four () .2v zener diodes, three of 

'which function both 'as logic level t~anslators and inverters. A -5~. 8v ft'l fI input t 

. to a zener diode becomes a +0. 4v output, and a ~'l. 1 v rrO"input becomes a +5. 1 v 

, 'output. These outputs act as "0" .and "1 ", respectively, in the priority circuit 

logic. The remaining zener diode performs a level-shifting action in the input 

logic level translator. 

A Request signal on an access channel results in a -5~ Bv "1" input. This 

signal is' 62 ~ 5 nanoseconds long, and is repeated every other clock phase time 

, until honored.. It is fed into the input logic level translator, which converts it to 

a + 1'. 7v "1". This sets FF 1, which, in turn, disables the other p~iority circuits. 

After a delay of 15 nanoseconds, the "1" will reach the AND into FF2 ... !fa 

, disable input.is riot being received, the output of the disable inverter will also be' 

a "1 ", so that FF2 will be set. 

Then, after an additional 5-nanosecond delay,' the "1" is ANDed with the set 

,output of. FF2' into the . output inverter, where itbecomes a +0. 7v "0". Thisis 

'converted by the output logic level translator' to a-I. 1 V 1'0". The priority circuit 

therefore produces a logical inversion between input and output. 

As soon as the access channel has been honored, the priority circuit is . 

cleared by a -1. 1v "0 If input; which is converted by zener diodes to +5.1 v, and 

.is applied to ,the clear inputs of FFl and :J:i'F2 ~ This re~ove~ the disable from 

the other prio~ity circuits so that a request on 'another 'Channel may be honored •. ,.: 
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CIRCUIT OPERATION 

As shown in figure 1,' except for the transistors in the output logic level 

translator, all 'of the priority circuit transistors are CDC 1321. ,This is a high 

speed silicon N'PN type, having a typical gain bandwidth of 1 kmc, which provides 

a time per inversion of approximate~y 2 to 4 nanoseconds, depending upon the 

, loading. 

All of the ,CDC 1321 transistors have a base-to-collector tunnel diode network. 

This establishes an input c'.lrrent threshold level and holds the output voltages at 

the sum qf the tunnel diode drops and the base-emitter junction drop. 

The tunnel diodes used are type TD-1> This is an axial tunnel diode having 

an Ip = 1 rna and a Vfp = 500 mv. Assuming an ideal· case, two tunnel diodes in 

series would switch at 1 rna with a compositeVf = 1 v . Due to slight individual , " p, 
differences, no two' tunnel diodes will ever switch at exactly the same point, but 

, the difference is negligible in this high speed circuit. 

, The input logic level translator performs the function of changing a - 5. Bv "1" 

into a +1. 7v "I", and a -1.1 v "0" to a +0. 7v "a". Upon receipt of a -1.1 v "0" 

input, the tunnel diodes will be back-biased and they will be in the low voltage 

state. Thus the collector potential will be held at the potential of the base, which 

willl?e approximately +0. 7v, being a grounded em'itter silicon transistor'. 

However, a-5. Bv "1", input causes tunnel diode current to increase to 3: va:lue ) 

i.. 



in excess .of Ima,' so t~at they switch to the high volt~gestate. This causes> 

transistor conduction to decrease" and the collector voltage becomes equal 
, . , 

. to the su'm of ' the tunnel diode voltages and the base-emitter voltage" a total' 

of +1. 7v. 

The disable inverter and the output inverter circuits are for the purpose of 

changing a + 1. 7v "lit to a, +0. 7v "0", and vice versa. In addition" ,the disable t 
" J 

inverter also changes the +5. Iv sigrialreceiv~d through the zener diode to a 

+0.7v "0". Again, the output levels are taken from the collector,,' and the 

c?llector 'potential is~~qual to the sum of the tunnel diode voltages plus the 

base~ emitter voltage of the silicon transistor. The time required for a' 
.'" . 

transi~ion from one state, to the other is approximately 4 nanoseconds. 

The amount of speed-up capacitance used on inverters of thi~ type is 'dependent 

upon the particular input~A single OR input may have a fairly larg.e speed-up 

capacitor; however" the speed-up capacitance on the OR inputs to the disable 

inverter must be kept small. This is because FF 1 on each priority circuit 

must drive four disable i~verter inputs and w,ill be loaded too heavily if too 

much speed-up capacitance is used. Also" the speed-up. capacitance on AND ' 

inputs must be small in order to prevent runt pulses and partial enables from 
, r 

satisfying the AND. 

As shown in_figure I, the two flip-flops are each constructed of two inverter 

circuits provided with c~oss"" coupled feedback from collector ,to base. ,These 

flip .... flops are bistable circuits and are therefore capable of storing information. 

The output logic level translator is quite similar to a logical inverter circuit" 
, " 

which is discussed elsewhere. This circuit converts 'a+O. 7v "0" to a -1. Iv 

"Olr" and a + 1. 7v "1 II to a "'5. 8v "1". It is capable of driVing up to 8 logic 

cards, all of which m.ay he, either AND or ()R'" o~ atlY, coml;>ination resulting, 

in 8 loads tot,al. ,The grounded emitter transistor in a PNP type CDC CO 1. 
• t. '," . ', ' ,_ • 
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The base bias is such that a +O.7v input a1l0ws it to switch on, producing~ 

-1.1 v "a" output, while a +1. 7v input ca~ses it to switch off, producing a. 
~ 5. Bv "1" outpute 

Ground Rules 

1. The priority circuit may drive 8 AND loads, 8 OR lpads, or"any combi~ 

nation up to 8 loads total. 

2. Lead length from FF 1 ,to the disable inverters on the other priority 

circuits must be less than 5 inches. 

3. Only one priority circuit may be cleared by anyone' inverter, because 

a priority circuit requires approximately 15 ma of current for clearing. 

4. One inverter may drive the lockout 'inputs of 4 priority circuits, because' 

a lQckout inpu~ requires approximately 4 rna. 
1··-..... 

" . ~ '" \,-
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DELAY LINE, 1 USEe 

Card Type cao 

The function of this circuit.
c 

is to provide an interval of time delay between 

successive logical" operations. It 'is designed for use in applications requiring· 

greater stability than. may be obtained from capacitive delays. 

f ' . 

. The. nominal 1 usec delay time applies to both "1' s" and "0' s ", a·nd the de~ay 

may be used to drive either an AND or an OR input. Attenuation through the 

de~ay line. is negligible . 

. The characteristic impedance of the delay line is 200 ohms. The·purpose 

of resistor ROl is to provide better impedance matching ,between the log~c cir~uit 

input and the delay line output. 
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, FUNCTION 
, , 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR ' 

. Card Type C81, 30 kc 
Card Type C82 ,83. 4 kc 

The function of these circuits is to' produce accurately timed signals for 

controlling the Write operation in magnetic: tape equipm~nt.lnformation may be 

:written on tape at rates of "either 30,000 (Low Density) or 83, 400 (High Density)' 

characters per ~econd. A single;"phase sine wa've output. is taken'from the 

,\osc~llator tank and is converted by the circuit contained on card type C89into a 

chain of square: pulses' at logic voltage levels. 

OPERATIQN 

The circuit is essentially a Colpitts .oscillator having a crystal filtered power 

• "amplifier . Opposite-phase outputs are taken from the oscillator tank and are 

'available at pins 1 and 2 of the printed circuit card. ' Each output is a sine wave 

, about gr,ound; however, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the output at pin 2 is 

approximately 3 vplts while that at pin 1 is approximately O. 5v. 

Sufficient gain tomaintCl:in oscillation is provided by tr,ansistor QOl, which' 

is connected ,as a Cl~ss C power 'amplifier. The characteristics of QOl are listed 

.in the component section; however, it is an NPN silicon transistor capable ,of 

providing a current gain greater than 25 with a collector current of 400, rna. 
" < ~ • 

Transistor QOlis driven both into saturation and cut off, so'that its collector 

voltage is approximately a square wave. 

The squar'ewave signal from the collector of QOl is filtered by the crystal,' 

filter YOl into a sine wave at the fund?-mental frequency. YOlis a high impedance, 

quartz'crystal having a Q value of the orde~ of 105 . It exhibits a frequency 

stability of 0.0050/0 over the range 2SOC± 350 C, and a long-term stability with 

.~time of 1 ppm per week~. 

. . 
The oscillator tank consists' of capacitors C02, C03, and the inductance LQlo 

The values of these components are,shown in the accompanying diagramso 

'Inductance LO~ i~ adjustable .through a range of approximately ± 20%, so that the 

, tank ~ay be tuned to the center frequency of the, crystaL 
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RELAY DRIVER 

.Card Type C84 

FUNCTION 

The function of this circuit is to enable a low impedance path from ground 

to the circuit output, upon receipt of a - 5. 8v "1 tI i~put. The ~ircuit is de .. 

signed to switch a current of the order of 1 ampere flowing in a highly in-.·, 

ductive load such as a relay coil. A diode clamp connection is provided at 

the collector of Q02, so that a high-voltage inductive transient induced 

when current is interrupted will not damage the transistor. 

OPERATION 

The two circuits on the card are identical and are labeled A and B. The 

following discussion applies to either circuit, but the ·.component numbers 

mentioned are .those appearing in circuit A. 

The circuit has one logical OR input, and a 3-way AND. An unused OR 

input will have no effect. on the circuit, while an unused AND input, if left 

open,' will act as a steady It 1". Thus if the entire AND group is unused, . 

at least 'on~ pin must be grounded. 

Transistor' QOl is· a 2N 404 and Q02 ~s a 2N 1760. Both are PNP german

ium, and their characteristics are listed in the component section. : 

A -1. 1v "0" input holds the base of QOl at a low negative voltage with' respect 

. to"the emitter,. so that QO 1 conducts relatively little. However, a - 5 •. 8v "1" 

~, . input results in a base current sufficiently large so that QO 1 conducts h.eavily.: 

Transistor Q02 is a grounded emitter stage driven by the emitter follow~r 

QOl. When QOl switches on, it attempts to bias the base of Q02 well into 

the negative voltage region, so that QO 2 also switches on and conducts 

heavily •. Likewise, when. Q01 swifches. off, Q02 also switches off and the 

'. positive voltage source applies a reverse bias to the base-emitter junction 

.. of Q02 so that it is well·into the cut off region. 
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RELAY DR lVER 
CARD TlYF?E C84 

-20V TEST POINT 

+2:OV 

-'-

CIRCUIT SAME 
AS ABOVE 

,'F:D400 

Q02 
2NI760 

'-l: 
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CL.AMP 

',. 
'. 

13 I Q~ 
~ .... 

L-.. __ , _ _ .. __ ...... _. _ .. _ .. _,-.J 

NOTE: I. A. -5.8V "," INPUT"CAUSEiSTRAN'S'STORS'~' 
TO SWITCH TO CONDUCTION STATE.' 

2. 'LOGIC DIODES ARE HD 2969 • 



GROUND RULES 

. ' 

1) Any inductive load must be by-passed by the clamp 

diode. 

2) The power supply voltage which drives the load must' 

not exc~ed 40 volts . 

3) With a ~Ov supply, load current can not exceed O. 5 

ampere; with a 20v supply, load current can not ex

ceed 1 ampere. 

4) In case an entire AND group is unused, at least one of 

the inputs must be grounded. 
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11'0 SENSE AMPLIFIER 

Card Type C86 

FUNCTION 

The' function of the circuits on this card is to detect6 amplify,and shape the 

pulse induce9 in the sense winding when a magnetic memory core switches 

"state during the Readphase of the memory cycle. The pulse produced during 

the .Write portion of the cycle is not detected.' 

During t~e rest state .. ,the circuit output is a logical "1" of approximately, -5.'7v • 
. When a core is read6 the output switches to a logical "0" of approximately .... 0.5v. 

The circuits are restricted to driving AND loads" only. 
o "" 

OPERATION 

The Sense' Amplifier circuit consists of a grounded emitter PNP transistor with 

a tunnel diode between base and ground. ' The tunnel diode provides a noise 
,J 

threshold rejection le~el and results in an essentially square output from the ' 

circuit. 

In its low-voltage state, the tunnel diode holds transistor QO 1 cut off. The circuit 

output is then produced by the voltage-dividing action of R02 and R03, and stabiliz~s 

at approximately ... 5. 7,v. The effect of the load is negligible, since the circuit is 

'restricted todr~ving AND 10adE?, only. 

The ,tunnel diode in its high~voltage state ,places a forward bi,as of approximately 

, O. 5v across, the base-emitter junction of Q01 .. ~au:sing ~Ol to switch on and 'conduct 

heavily. The output voltage becomes equal to the collector voltage of QO 1 plus the 

drop across diode CROl .. and is approximately ... 0. 5v. 

The output produced when a memory core switches state is approximately 0.47 my. 
During the Read phase, the core outputs are of a polarity such that pin 4 of the 

input transformer goes negative. The 0.47 mv input is increased by the 1 ; 8 voltage 

'step·upof the itlPuttrans.former. 
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I/O SENSE AMPLIFIER 

CARD TYPE ca6 

-20V 
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NOTE: 
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Initially~ the tunnel diode is in its low-voltage state and the circuit is providing 
I .. 

a "'1" output... T.he tunnel diode rem~ins in its low-voltage state as current through' 

it increase's~ until it reaches the "peak" of its characteristic curVe where I and V 

are' approximately 1, ma and 65 mv~ respectively. A slight increase in current 

.. puts the tunnel diode in th.e regenerative region and the voltage increases almost 

instantaneously to 500' my. This causes QOl to conduct and the circuit output 
. . 

switches to "O"~ The tunnel diode remains in the high-voltage state until current 

thr<?ugh it d~creases to approximately O. 12 mae This is the characteristic curve, 

Ilvalley"~ and at 'this point .. ' the voltage drops almost instantarieously to approxi .. 

mately zero~ This cuts off transistor' QOl and the circuit output, returns to "1':'. 
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I/O MEMORY DRIV~R 

Card Type C87 

FUNCTION 

The function of this circuit is to provide drive current to a memory unit upon 

receipt of a -5. 8v 1f1" input. The output may be either a half-current of approxi-' 

mately 200 ma from pin 15, or a full current of up to 800 ma from pin 14. In 

order to obtain' a maximum current from pin 14, pin 10 must be grounded. 

OPERATION 

The circuit has a f~ur-way logical AND input, meaning that all inputs must be 

'at the -5. 8v "l'lf level in order for an input to be sensed. A 1. Iv "0" on any 

, input will disable the AND. An unused input acts as a steady If 1 If if left open, 

or as a steady "Off' if grounded. 

An input level-shifting action is provided to the base of Q01 by resistors ROl 

and R02, and the 3.5v zener diode CR05., The zener diode CR05 is reverse

biased so that its operating point is beyond the knee of the breakdown region; 

thus the cathode remains approximately 3. 5v positive with respect to the anode, 

regardless of current fluctuations. 

With -1. Iv "0" inputs, zener diode CROS holds the base of Q01 sufficiently 

positive so that it conducts heavily. Transistor QOI is held out of deep satu" 

, ration by CR06, and its collector voltage is approximately +0. 5v. Thecollector 

vol~age of QO l' is applied to the base of QO 2, , which is connected as an emitter 

'foll,ower. The emitter voltage of Q02 is therefore equal to its base voltage less 

the base-emitter junction drop, and is approximately -0. Iv. The emitter voltage' 

of Q02 is applied to the bases of Q03 ~nd Q04,which are also connected as 

emitter followers. The emitter circuits of Q03 and Q04 thread the memory plane 
. - . . 

and terminate at a Diverter circuit; thus the emitter voltage of Q03 and Q04 is 

approximately +.0. 9v. The -0. Iv input from Q02 therefore b~ck-biases the base

emitter junctions of Q03 and Q04, cutting them 'off. 
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I/O MEMORY DRIVER 
CARD TYPE C87 

+20V 

TEST POINT '" 
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ROs.. 
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A - 5. 8v "1" input results in approximately - 2. 3v at the base of QO 1, 'so that QO 1 

is cut off. If the circuit is providing a half- current, pin 10 will not be grounded 

and resistors R05 and R08 limit the current to approximately 200 'mae In addition, 

the voltage drop across R05 holds the collector voltage of the transistors at a 

relatively lowlevel. 'The collector of Q01 rises to approximately +3. 5v, providing 

drive to Q02. The emitter voltage of Q02 becomes approximately +2. 9v,' causing, 

Q03 and Q04, to switch to the conduction state. Transistor Q02 is held out of deep 

saturation by CR07, and Q03 and Q04 are held out of deep saturation by the voltage 

drop across Q02. The emitter voltage of Q03 and Q04 is applied to the drive lines 

and is 'approximately +2. 2v. The emitter currents of Q03 and Q04 combine to' 

provide the memory drive current. 

In order to obtain a peak value of full current from the circuit, pin 10 must be 

grounded. This allows capacitor CO 1 to become charged While the circuit is not . . . ' 

providing drive current. When transistors Q03 and Q04 switch on, COl discharges 

into the drive line, providing an initial high current surge. With QO 1 cut off; its 

collector voltage rises to approximately +19v, providing drive to Q02~ The emitter 

voltage of Q02 rises to approximately + 18. 4v, causing Q03 and Q04 to switch on 

and conduct heavily. The voltage applied to the drive lines is the emitter VOltage 

of Q03and Q04, and is approximately + 17.' Bv during the initial high current surge. 

As capacitor C01~ecomes discharged, the voltage levels within the circui~ decrease 

toward the values given in the preceding paragraph. 
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I/O MEMORY nIVERTER 

Card Type C88 

FUNCTION 

The function of this circuit is to 'enable memory drive current to flow from one 

of the output pins to ground, whenever all inputs are at the 'logical "0" level of. 

"'1. 1 v.The drive lines are energized with half- currents of 200ma or full 

currents of uP. to 800 ma peak by the" circuit contained on a Driver card C 87 •. 

Each drive line terminates at one of the output pins of a Diverter. card, and the 

'circuit i~ completed to grou.nd allowing current to flow when· transistors Q02 . 

and Q03 s,witch to the conduction state. 

OPERATION 

. The circuit has four logical OR inputs, and transistors Q02 and Q03 switch to 

'. the. conduction state only when all inputs are -I. 1v'''0''. A -5. 8v "1" on any' 

input holds Q02 and Q03 in the cut off ,state. ' 

An input level-shifting action is provided to the base of Q01 by resistors R01 

.. and R02, and the 4.1v zener diode CR05. The zener diode CR05 is reverse

bia~ed ~o. that its operating point· is beyond the knee of the breakdown region; 

thus the cathode remains approximately 4. Iv positive with respect to the anode, 

regardless of current fluctuations. 

A - 5. 8v "1" input results in approximately -1. 5v at the base of QO 1. This cuts 

off Q01j since its emitter is clamped at approximately -0. Bv by diode CR07. 
, . 

The bases of Q02 and Q03 are also clamped at approximately -0. Bv by diode 

CROB# and since their emitters are grounded, 'they are cut off • 

.. ;' If all inputs are at the "'1. Iv irO" level, zener diode CR,05 holds the.base of Q01 

. at approximately + 1. 4v. This 'causes Q01 to switch to a' state of heavy conduction, 

but it is held out of deep saturation by diode CROB. Transistor QO 1 is connected 

.. as an emitter follower; thus its emitter voltage rises to approximately +O.7v, 

. providing drive for Q02and Q03. The +0. 7v input from Q01causes Q02 and 
, .,. . . . 

Q03 to switch on and conduct heavily, but they are held out of deep saturation 

by diode CROS. 
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'I/O MEMORY DIVERTER 
CARD TYPE C 88 

* CDC 4200 (HD 2969) 

** C'DC 4211 (FD 4(0) 

NOTES: 

I. CIRCUIT HAS FOUR "OR" INPUTS. 
2.,TRANSISTORS a02 AND a03 SWITCH TO CONDUCTION STATE 

WHEN ALL INPUTS ARE -1.1 V' "0". 
. , 
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FUNCTION 

AMPLIFIER - SHAPER 

Card TypeC89 

, The function of this circuit i~ to convert the sine wave output of a crystal 

oscillator into a .chain of -5. 8v"l" pulses of approximately 0.2 microseconds 

duration. . ~he input is a sine wave about ground with a peak-to-peak amplitude 

of approximately 3v. The -5. Bv "1" pulse output is prod!lc~d inim~diatel:S('aft'err , 

the input crosses the zero axis in the positive-going direction. 

, OPERATION 
~ . ,"',":'. 

The width of the output pulse is approximately.O. 2 microseconds and is deter

mined by the 220 microhenry inductance L01. The repetition rate of the output " 

'is determined by the frequency of the input signaL 

·The input signal' is applied to the base of transistor Q01, whichis an NPN 

silicon type CDC C04. In this application, it is used as an emitter follower 
. .' 

current amplifier providing drive current for transistor Q02. 

" , 

Transistors Q02 and Q03 are CDC 1321, which is a high speed NPN silicon 

type having a gain-bandwidth of'1 kmc. ' Each of these transistors has a base to 

collector tunnel diode network which produces an essentially square waveform 

and establishes its voltage ,level. 

. The tunnel diodes used are type TD ... 1. This is an ~xial tunnel diode having 

~n Ip=1 ma and a Vfp = 500 mv. Assuming an ideal case, the three tunnel diodes 

connected to Q03 would switch at lma with a composite Vfp ~ 1. 5v.Dueto s~ight ' 

individual differences, no two tunnel diodes will ever switch at exactly the same 

point; but the difference is negligible in this Pigh speed application. 

As shown in the aCQompanying diagram, a pos itive-goiilginput results ina 

.. 5. 8v, "l" output of approximately ,0. 2 microseconds duration. As the input goes 

.posi~ive,. QOl provides drive current to Q02 so that it switches to a state of heavy 

conduction. This results in minimum cu~rent flow through TDOl so that it switches 
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to its lo,w voltage state. The collector voltage' of Q02 is therefore approximately 

. equal·to its'i,b'ase-emitter junction drop of +0. 7v, being a'grounded emitter silicon 

,transistor. Transistor Q02 in its conduction state allows current flow to increase 
through TD02, TD03, and TI:>04, ' so that they switch to their high voltage states. 

This causes conduction 'through Q03 to decrease, and its collector voltage becomes' 

. equal to the surn of the tunnel diode voltages and the base-emitte,r junction drop, 

., a total of +2. 2v. ~his voltage level causes Q04 to switch to a stat~ of minimum 
conduction and the circuit output becomes a -5. 8v "1"~ 

The length of the -5.8v "1" output pulse is determined by the 220 microhenry 
inductance L01. The tunnel diodes are abl~ to switch state almost instantane'ously , 
while current through, the inductance increases exponentially:. After, a ~ime ,of 

. approximately 0.2 microsecond, current through the inductance will have . 

increased to the point that thet~nnel diodes are effectively by-passed and they 
1 return to their low voltage states. This, reduces the collector voltage of Q03 to" 

approximately +q. 7v, which eaUses Q04 to conduct hea.v~ly and returns the circuit 
output to a -1.1 v "0". 

A negative-going 'cir,cuit input prevents QOl f~om provi~ing drive c~rrent to 

Q02. This allows current through TD~l to increase., cau~ing it to switch to its 
'. high vol~age state. Conduction through Q02 decreases and 'its collector voltage 

becomes equal to,the sum of the tunnel diode ,voltage ~nd the base-emitter Jun':!tion 

drop, a total of +1. 2v. This provides forward 'drive to the base of Q03,· holqing 
; the circuit in the quies,cent state. 

. ' The portion 'Of the cirauit conSisting of Q04, Q05, and their associated 
, ' , ' ','}' 

. biasing network is quite similar to a logical inverter, which is discus.sed else'· 

,where. It fs. capable of driving 8 AND loads,' 8 OR loads, o~ any combination 
'resulting in 8 1,oads tot~i." 
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I/O EMITTER FOLLOWER 

Card Type C90 

FUNCTION 

The function of the circuits on this card is to convert the outputs from the 

brushe~ of a punched card reader into memory drive currents of approximately 

200 mae The circuit output is in series with a memory drive line" which connects , 

to a .. 20v supply. The' circuit input is driven by one of the brushes at a card 

reading station. When the brush senses a hole in the card" 'transistor QOl con

ducts heavily" enabling memory drive current to flow. 

OPERATION 

Inputs to the circuit are provided by a brush at the card reading station, and 

the signal levels are open circuit and approximately ground. ,The ground signal 

results when a hole in the punched card allows the brush to touch a metallic roller, 

which is at approximately ground potential. If a hole is not present, the insulating 

effect of the card produces an open circuit. 

The ,metallic, roller at the reading station is held' at approximately ground 

potential by a Relay Driver card type C84. The roller is thus at a potential equal' 

to the saturation voltage of the Relay Driver transistor, which is approximately 

-0.6v. ' 

, , 

An open 'circuit, input~ allows the base voltage of Q~O 1 to rise toward -20v. The 

emitter of QOl is ,also at -20v" since it connects through the memory drive line to 
. • . I 

a ,- 20v supply. This puts QO 1 in the cut off condition" and memory drive current 

is prevented from flowing. 

An input' of approximately ground allows QO 1 to switch on and conduct heavily. 
, / , . 

The voltage applied to the drive line is - 20v, less the drop across the Relay Driver' 

transistor and the base~emitter voltage of Q01, a~d is approximately "18.5v. Th~ 

memory drive current is also the emitter current of QO 1 and is limited by resistors 

R02, R03, and R04 to approximately 200 mae 'The base current of QOl is equal tothe 
200 rna. emitt.er current divided by hpE and is approximately 8.5 rna. The brush at, 

, the reading station is therefore required to carry the base current of QO 1 plus enough ' 

addition~l current so that the voltage drop across ROI is approximately 19.4v; a total , 

of approxima~ely 9.5 ma. 
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FUNCTION 

READER LEVEL AMPLIFIER 

Card Type C91 

This card centains two identical circuits, the functien of which is to. cenvert 

selar cell outputs frem a punched card reader into. legical "0" signals ef -I.lv. 

The circuit input is driven by ene ef the selar cells at a card reading statien. 

When the selar cell senses a hele in the card, the circuit eutput switches to. a 

-1. 1 v "0". If no. hele is sensed, the eutput remains a -5. 8v "1". 

OPERATION 

Inputs to the circuit are provided by a solar cell at the card reading station, 

and the signal levels are +O.,4v and epen circuit. ·The +0. 4v signal results when 

light shining threugh a hele in the punched card activates the selar cell. If a 

hele is net present, . light will be prevented from striking the selar cell and its 

high impedance p~educes essentially an epen circuit. Any leakage current will 

net be mere than a few micreamperes. 

The two. circuits,.on·this card are single .inverters having ene OR input which 

is fed by the netwerk censisting ef resisters ROl, R02, and transister QOl. In 

both circuits, the base ef transister QOl is biased threugh resisterROl to the 

-4. 5v ~upply at pin 11. 

An open circuit input allews the - 4. 5v supply at pin 11 to. apply a streng ferward 

bias to. the base ef QOl .. This causes QOl to. cenduct heavily and its cellecter 

petential becemes appreximately, -0. 5v. The lew cellector veltage of QOl is applied 

to. ~he cathode of input diode CROl and causes the inverter to. provide 'a -5.8v "1" output ... 

A +0. 4v input reverse biases thebase-emitterjunctien ef QOI so. that Q01 is 

cut eff. Its 'cellecto.r petential rises teward -20v, but is clamped atappreximately 

-6v by the input impedance of the inverter and the drep acress R02. The -6y 

collecter petential of Q01 is applied as an input to. the inverter and causes its 

. output to switch to a ":1.1 v "0". 

The remainder ef the circuit is identical to a logical inverter which is 

discussed elsewhere. It is capable of driving 8 AND loads, 8 OR leads, or ~ny 
cemb~natien resulting in 8 loads totaL 
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General 

O~~:P:r'E'R ~ 

MAGNETIC CORE -MEMORY" 

Magnetic. core storagein the 3600 system is provided by the 3603 Storage 

Module. This module contains two independent units, ' each of which includes 

a magnetic core memory and the logic and control circuits necessary for its 
,~ 

operation. Each memory has a capacity of 16, 384 words, and both units oper-

ate togeth~r during the execution of a. program, giving a total memo~y capacity 

of 32,768 'words. 
~\ 

The length of the word stored in memory is S 2 bits, of Which 48 bits contain 

information, 3 bits are used for parity, and the 1 bit remaining is a spare. 

Information access time for the memory and its associated control and sensing 

circuits is approximately 0.5 'microsecond, and the time for a complete memory 

cycle is approximately 1.S microsecond. 

'"The ~mem.oryoperc:itesjn 'thecdincident current-mode, 'usi:ng 'currents oione 

direction to Read a!ld of the opposite dire,ction to Write. These coincident half

currents are approximately 340 ma and are produced by the circuits contained 

on the Transformer Card C10, the Gate Card COS, and the Driver Card C03, 

which are individually discussed elsewhere. 

An over-all block diagram of a 16, 384-word, 52-bit memory is shown in figure 1. 

Magnetic Cores 

The magnetic cores have a nominal outside diameter of O • .032 inch. The 'core . ( 

specif.ications and test conditions are listed in table 1, and representative wave~ 

forms arepresent~d in figure 2. 
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Table 1 

.~ Cor.e· Spe~ifications .... 

. rV l' disturbed voltage "1", output on sense line 
when CQre in "1" state is read after being . 
disturbed by a Partial Read current 

w.V z' disturbed. voltage ItO", output on sense line 
when core in "0" state is read ,after being 
disturbed bya Partial Write Current 

Ts ' switching time * , 
T p' . peaking time * 

* referred tG i 00/0 of full Read core ~utput'. 

Full Reac;i Current 

Full Write Current 

Partial Read Current 

Partial Write Current 

Tr, ris.e time of full current 

T d' duration of full current 

ConditiG>ns 

Number of Partial Read or Write Disturb Pulses 

Sense Winding Termination 

Temperature 

4-5 

35 mv, min. 

9 my, max. 

, 0.35 to' 0.45 microsecond 

o .'19 to O. 23 microsecond 

5·90 ma !. 10/0. 

590 ma + 10/0 

360 ma +. 10/0 

360 ma :t 10/0 

O. 1 microsecond, linear 

1. 5 microsecond 

32 min., 

50 ohms 

,490 C .:!:. 0.5
0 

" 
) .' 
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Each core is threaded by four wires, as shown in figure 3; X and Y half- current, 

drive lines, an inhibit line, and a sense line. When information is written into 

a core, it is switched to the" 1" state by two coincident 340 ma currents on the 

X and Y! drive lines. Similarly, when information is read out of a core, it is 

switched to the "0" state by tyvo coincident 340 ma currents of the other polarity. 

, The inhibit line carries a ,current of 340 rna parallel to one of the half- current 

drive lines, but in a direction opposite to the hali-write current., Therefore, if 

: the inhibit current ,Is flowing during the memory Write phase, it will cancel one 

of the half-write currents and will prevent any core through which it passes from 

being switched to, the "1" state. 

The sense line has its two ends' connected to a differential sense amplifier card. 

"When a core switches state in either direction, the seIl$e amplifier card pro .... 

duces a logical HO" output; however, this output is sampled :only ~uring the 

memory Read, phase. 

The memory core material has an approximately rectangular hysteresis loop. 

The high remanent magnetization of the core- enables it to function as a i memory 
. ' 

. ' , 

element. The magnetic properties ofacore are repres~nted by its hysteresis , 
~~ 

loop shown in figure 4, in which magnetic flux density B' is plotted as a function 

of field intensity H. . If current flow sufficient to cause a field intensity of + H , , . m 
is applied to the core, the flux density increases to saturation + B • When current ' " . s 
is removed, the flux drops to the residual value + B ' and stays there. , , ,r 

" Application of} ~urrent flow in the opposite direction sufficient to cause a field 

'intensity of ~Hm reverses the flux density to -Bs • When current is removed,;' 

, thei flux' density drops to the residual value, -,B, • 
. . , , r 

The basic memory cycle is composed of 340 rna half-current pulses capable ot 
, . 

producing' a field intensity of 1/2H .'A half- current pulse ~s insufficient to . m ,'. 
switch a core; however, the ~oincidence of two half- curre'nts. results in an 

effective current of 680 ma, producing a net field intens~ty which ~s sufficient' 

to switch the core .. 

. . 
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M'emory Plane 

The wires threading the memory cores are strung across the center area of, 

square mounting fram'es. The wires used to drive and sense the cores also hold, 
( 

them in place. Each frame contains 16, 384 cores in a two'" dimensional arrange'" 

ment called a memory plane. 

The cores in each plane are divided into four quadrants of 64 x 64 cores. ' The 

four quadrants are effectively the sense quadrants; each quadrant contains 'its 

own separate sense line. 

A represent~tive memory plane is presented in figure 5. The X and Y dimensions 

and, sense ,quadrant orientation are as they appear in the 3603 Module when ,viewed 

from above, with the top 'of the page toward the front of the module. 

, , For purposes of reference, the four sides of the plane al;'~ designated "North,j, 

"Southtl, "Eastlf, ,and "West"., In the 3603 Module, the memory stack is placed 

with the "North'" sides of the pl~nes to the back. "South" is the side of the stack 

nearest the card 'connectors and backboard wiring. The other dimensions are 

as shown in figure 5. 

Memory Stack 
, , 

A memory plane contains only one bit. of each computer word" and the 16" 384 core 

, locations cor'respond to the 16, 3,84 word memory capacity. 'Thus" 52 planes are 

, needed to contain the 48 bits ofinf~rmationl the 3 bits of parity, ,and the spare 

bit. The 52 pl,anes, are mounted one above the other in a "cubic" arrangement 

called a memory'stack, as shown in figures 6 and 7 • 

. The· planes are riumbered sequentially from bottom to top,' beginning with plane 

00 ~nd e.ndirigwith plane 51. The 48 bits of information are contained in planes 

00 through 47. The 3. bits of parity are containe~ in planes_ 48, ~9.. ~nd 50, and,' 

the spar~ bit of' each word is in plane 51. 

The half-current ,drive lines enter the st~ck at the 'bottom and progress from' 

plane to plane to·the top, where they are terminated by t'esistors,app~oximately 
equal to their characteristic impedance. The drive lines are en~rgized in the 

I • " 

manner of transmission lines;. th~s each line exhibits a velocity of signal propa-, 

gation dependent upon its line constants and distributed parameters. 
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. . 
'The time required for a drive current to pass through the 52-plane stack is 

approximately 120 nanoseconds. Timing is provided by a tapped delay line.. so 

that the sense quadrants and inhibit windings will be enabled in synchronism 
, , 

with. the progression of the drive currents through the 52 planes. 

Windings 

" A, simplified representation of a memory 'plane sense quadrant is shown in 

~figure 8. 1For purposes of illustration, the number of cores has been reduced 

. fro~ 4, 096 .to 16, but all other elements are as shown. 

Two coincident 340 ma currents on an'X and a Y drive line will intersect at one, 

me:rnory 'core in each plane, causiq,g it to switch state. The remaining cores,; 

t~rough which only one of the ,-drive currents passes, will merely shift slight~y 

'along the hysteresis loop and will not switch state. 

The rapid flux change when a core switches induces a voltage on the sense line 

. of appr~ximately35 mv •. This appears across the differential amplifier inputs 

. of the Sense Amplifier card type COB", and results in a logical "0" o'utput. This 

output occurs when any core 'in the sense quadrant switches state in either 

direction,' but the output is sampled only during the' Read phase of the memory 

cycle. 

'The inhibit lines provide a means for preventing a core from being switched to ,;. 

the ft lit state quring the Writ~ phase of the memory 'cycle. The drive 'currents, '. 

if allowed to act freely, will switch all 52 cores to the til" state, represeriting' 

'a computer word in which each bit is a,tll". Each of the m'emory planes is 

therefore provided with inhibit lines,' so 'that the core in that plane can be pre

vented from switching, in case that particular bit:· of the word is to 'be a "0" CI The 

"magnitude of th~ inhibit current is approximately '340 rna" and th~ direction of 

, flow is o~posite to one of the half-writ'e currents. Thus, one half-write current' 

is effectively canceled and the core does not change state. ' 

The approximate timing of a memory cycle is presented in figure 9, with repre'" 

sentative' waveforms. ' ,Infor~ation access' time is app'roximately O. 5 microsecond, 

and the time for a complete Read~Write .cycle is approximately 1.~, ~icrosecondo' 

However, these times apply only to the memo~ stack and associated drive and . 

sense circuit$.. arid do' not include time required by the log~c of the 3 603 Module 9 
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ln' a Write "0" 6per~tion, the flow of inhibit current will induce an appreciable 

amount of noise on the sense line. Therefore the following Read operation must 

. be delayed until the noise has died away s'ufficiently to allow a. '.'0" to be sensed. 

, Sense Line 

A simplified example of a sense line is shown in figure 8. One sense line 

threads all 4, 096 cores in a sense quadrant; thus each memory plane contains 

4 sense lines. Each sense line is continuous and the two ends are brought out 
. . 

at terminals near a corner of the· plane. 

The resistance of a s~nse line isapproxim'ately 22 ·ohms. It is esseritial that 

thetotal resistance of the sense line and amplifier input leads be kept small# . 

in order to avoid excessive signal attenuation. 

Inhibit Line 5 

The inhibit lines in each plane are a~ranged in 8 groups, or" stripes". Each 

. stripe is 16 cores wide and extends all the way, across the plane; thus each 

'inhibit stripe controls 16 x 128 = 2, 048 cores. The stripes are energized in 

groups of 2, so' that 1/4 of a p~'ane, 4, 096 . cores, will be inhibited simultaneously. , 

However; th'e 2 stripes are. located it?- opposite halves ,of the plane, so that only 

1/2 of 1 stripe, 1, 024 cores, is within any one sense quadrant. This is shown 

. in figure s 10 and 11,. 

To diminish induced noise, the direction of the inhibit tines is r~tated 900 from 

plane to plane. In odd numbered planes (1, 3, 5" ---47,49, 51), the inhibits run 

parallel to theY drive'lines and oppose: the Y half-write currents~ In, even 

numbered planes (0, 2,4, ---46, 48, 50), the inhibits run parallel to the X drive 

'lines and oppose the X half-write currents. . ,:' 

Typical ~ircuits of inhibit lines for odd and even planes, are presehted in figure,S 

12 ,and 13~' All externalwiril?-g is twisted pair, and the 120-ohm terminating 

resistor is non-inductive. The d- c res{stance of an inhibit line is approximately 

,13 ohms. . . 
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. T'o minimi~e effects of capacitive coupling between the inhibit lines and the drive 

lines which parallel theml the inhibit lines are energized in a manner such that 

the direction of voltage change is the same as thcr direction of voltage change in 

.the parallel drive lines carrying half-write currents. 

The inl:libit lines are energized by a power supply of +40v. In' even numbered 

planesl current flow is controlled by an Inhibit Generator card type C041 which 

. switches the end of the irihibit line to ground so that the voltage change within 

the plane is from +40'v toward ground. In odd numbered. planes, .current flow is' 

. controlled by an·Inhibit Generator card type COO, which switches the +40v into 

the inhibit line so that the direction of voltage change within ·theplane is from 

ground toward +40v"In a manner sh.nilar to the X and Y drive lines the . inhibit 
. . 

lines are also treated as transmission lines. The characteristic impedance of 

, an inhib~t line is approximately 140 ohms.· A terminating resistor of 120 ohms .. 

is in series with each inhibit line. Although this v'al1;le produces a slight impedance 

mis,match l the resulting current,flow from a 40v supply is approximately the, 

required 340 ma. 
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Drive Lines· 

A 52":bit computer word· consists of 1 bit in each of the 5 2 planes in the memory 

stack. The bit in each plane is located at the intersection of the X half;.. current 

line and the Y half- current line. These drive lines are jumpered from plane to 

plane, forming continuo~s windings which thread the entire stack, as shown in 

figure 14.· 

A typical drive line circuit is ,shown in figure 15. Detailed discussions of the 

printed circuit card types may be found elsewhere in this manual. External 

wiring from card type· C10 to the memory stack is twisted pair, and the 130-ohm 

terminating resistor is non-inductive. The d-c resistance of a drive line threading 

the entir~ 52-plane stack is approximately 29. 5 ohms. 

The half" current drive lines are 'energized in the manner of transmission lines. 
. l 

The characteristic impedance of a drive line is approximately ·130 ohms, there-

fore each line is terminated with·a 130-ohm resistor. The lines are energized 

by pulses of about 54 volts, so that the resulting half- currents are about 340 mae 

As shown in figure 15, the drive lines may be energized with currents of either 

direction, corresponding to the memory Read-Write cycle. Current from the 

+ 20v source is switched by one of the C05 cards into the center-tapped primary 

windings of two of the transformers on card type C,10.' ·The current may then flow 

in either direction through the primaries to ground,· as controlled by the C03 

cards. It is seen that the transformers each have two secondary windings con

nected in series with the half- current drive lines. Also, one pair of windings 

is connected oppositely from the othe:t;', so that under any set of conditions of 

current flo.w in ,the 'primaries, one set of se~ondary voltages adds while the other 

set cancels. Thus it is possible to produ~e current floY' in either direction on 

either drive line by enabling the proper combination of ~ircuits on the C03 cards. 
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Dummy'Drive and Inhibit 

In order to hold a constant load on the' memory power supplies, ' dummy load 

circuits are enabled during times when the memory drive or inhibit circuits are 

~ot carrying current.; The arrangement of these dummy load circuits is presented 

in figures 16' and I 7. 

'The drive line circuits contain dummy loads in the Gate selection scheme: of 

both the X and Y coordinates. Each coordinate contains 8 Gate cards, each of 

~hich carries a' current of approxi'm'ately 900 rna. However,onlyone Gate card 

is s,elected at a -time, and when all 8 are turned off, the dummy load is enabled. 

The dummy load consists of a Transformer Driver card type C03,each half of 

. which drives a current of approximate~y 400 rna through a 50-ohm, 10-watt" tnon .... 

inductive load resistor. 

'. 
The inhibit circuits contain a'dummy load for each plane,in the Inhibit Generato:r 

selection scheme •. Four Inhibit Generator circuits are requi~ed per plane, ,and 

a fifth c~rcuit is included asa dummy. This fifth circuit, is a Dummy In.hibit 

Generator and is contained on card type CO 9. ,The Inhibit Generators are selec:-
. ". ' 

ted one at a time, and 'when all four are turned off, the dummy is enabled. The.' 

dummy circuit drives 'approximately 340 ma of current through a l33-ohm, :25-

,watt,,~on-inductive resistor. The l~3-ohm resistor is approximately equal to " 

the sum of the l3-ohm d-c resistance and the l20-o'hm terminating resistance of 

an inhibit line. 

. . 
, Transposition of Drive Lines' 

. ~;.~ 
*.' 

The drive lhies enter the stack at the, bottom" progressing upward from plane 

.to plane,with the terminating resistors at the top. ,Referring tOifigure 5,it is 

seen that'the four sides of the stack are referr<?d to as "North", "South", "East".; 

, and· "W ~stf1; as shown" 

.. The even (0, 2, 4, 6, etc.) X'drive lines enter on the "N<?rth" Side, and the odd 
.(1; 3, 5,' 7,'. etc.') X drive lines enteron the rtSouth" side. ~ Similarly, the ,even. and " 

odd Y drive lines' enter on the "West" andHEast" sides, , respe,ctively. 
~: . . .. .. 
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To l!1inimize induced noise in. adjacent drive lines, a drive line transposition 

qccurs at intervals of 13 planes. Thus a given pair of drive lines run side by 

side for only 13 planes, and 'are 'transposed 3 times in traversing the 52-plane 

stack. 

The following charts list the drive line transpositiohs for the 4 sides of the 

,stack. Because 13 is an odd number, a line entering on the "South" side will 

emerge on the, "North" side, and vice versa. 
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